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PGE2000 MASS MARKETS (RESIDENTIAL AND NONRESIDENTIAL) 
 

2006 - 2008 

1.  Projected Program Budget $402,326,213 
See Tables in Attachment III for 
components 
 

 

2.  Projected Net Program Impacts  
        MWh 1,699,599 
        MW (Summer Peak) 330.926 
        Therms 16,147,515 
  
3.  Program Cost Effectiveness  
        TRC 1.59 
        PAC 2.28 

 
 4. Program Descriptors 

 
This new program targets the combined segments of single family and multifamily 
residential retrofit, commercial and residential renters, and commercial customers who 
often lack information, time and resources for energy efficiency projects.  It uses both 
PG&E and third party specialists to facilitate delivery of a portfolio of energy 
efficiency, demand response, and distributed generation services.  It will include 
statewide elements as well as elements specially targeted to the mass market customers 
in PG&E’s service area. 
 
PG&E has actively embraced partnerships with local and state government (LGP) in 
our energy efficiency programs in recent years.  These programs have been innovative 
and successful, and have led to significant energy savings throughout the PG&E service 
territory.  In addition to the savings obtained, these programs have created a new 
paradigm for energy management in many of these jurisdictions and organizations, 
which has established the infrastructure necessary for long term, permanent energy 
savings.  The LGP participants are made up of cities, groups of cities, counties, and 
other local jurisdictions within PG&E’s service area.  PG&E is combining the 
partnership model with a market-based approach to energy efficiency program planning 
for the 2006-2008 statewide and partnerships.   The LGP will provide the outreach and 
marketing as well as direct installation for single family and multifamily residences and 
small businesses to localized portions of the mass market.   
 
The program integrates the following third party offerings: 

A. KEMA, Inc., Small Commercial Comprehensive Refrigeration:  The SCCR 
Program addresses the market barriers associated with implementing energy 
efficiency measures in small commercial facilities such as convenience stores, 
independent grocery stores, and liquor stores. Also, the program model 
minimizes lost opportunities by offering services and incentives that address a 
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comprehensive set of energy efficiency measures such as lighting and HVAC. 
Since refrigeration projects tend to have longer lead times, the SCCR program is 
designed to ensure a higher percentage of participants install refrigeration 
measures and minimize the competition for funds between individual measures.  
The primary program driver for participation in this program is the potential for 
energy efficiency through refrigeration measures such as anti-sweat door heater 
controllers, evaporator fan replacement motors, cooler control systems and 
custom refrigeration measures. Other measures addressed include lighting 
upgrades, HVAC tune-ups, control measures and custom electric measures.   

B. Richard Heath & Associates, Medium Nonresidential Energy Fitness:  The 
Medium Nonresidential Energy Fitness Program (MNEFP) seeks to provide 
underserved medium sized business customers in the region north of 
Sacramento with a multi-faceted and cohesive program including: outreach, 
energy audit, customer education, direct installation of a tailored package of 
measures, personalized technical assistance and additional program referrals.  
The program may install comprehensive energy conservation measures 
(lighting, low-flow pre-rinse spray valves, vending machine controllers, window 
film, occupancy sensors, and condenser coil cleaning) at no cost to the targeted 
PG&E business customers. 

C. CAL UCONS Coin-Operated Laundry:  This program addresses the separate 
needs of each decision maker (equipment leasing; property managers; bill 
payers) through education; development of new lease terms; and monitoring of 
utility bill savings for each party, so as to greatly expand the reduction in 
change out of inefficient coin operated machines. 

D. California Urban Water Conservation Council, Pre-Rinse Spray Valves:  This 
program provides direct installation of pre-rinse spray valves in food service 
facilities at no cost to customers.  The program targets food service owners and 
operators of restaurants, cafeterias, institutional kitchens and food preparation 
companies.  Eligible customers must be currently utilizing high flow models. 

E. Ecology Action, LodgingSavers:  LodgingSavers is a comprehensive energy 
efficiency retrofit program delivering multi-measure comprehensive retrofits 
and retrocommissioning to lodging facilities of all sizes in PG&E territory.  
Measures include: Comprehensive lighting retrofits (exterior, common areas, 
guest rooms); Retrocommissioning (RCx) – per protocols under development by 
the IOUs; Guest room faucet aerators and shower heads; Packaged AC 
refrigerant charge & airflow (RCA) and coil cleaning; Dual speed pool pumps 
with electronic controls; AC replacements (Package, PTACs, PTHPs); Guest 
room energy management systems (EMS); Vending machine controls; Ice 
machines with peak shifting controls; Connectionless steamers; and Insulated 
holding cabinets.  Rebates are based on kWh savings with more cost effective 
measures such as lighting and RCx supporting measures which would otherwise 
seem less financially attractive to the facility owner, thereby maximizing 
comprehensiveness and minimizing lost opportunities.   
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F. Ecology Action, RightLights Turnkey Commercial Lighting Retrofits:  A 
multilingual direct install program delivering comprehensive lighting retrofits to 
small businesses, and pre-rinse spray valve retrofits to food service customers.  
Measures include:  lighting, pre-rinse spray valves, refrigeration tune-ups, 
refrigeration fan motor drop-in replacements, refrigeration heater door controls, 
interactive refrigeration controls, vending machine controls, A/C tune-ups, duct 
sealing, low-E window film.  RightLights will serve very small, small, and 
medium nonresidential PG&E customers with demand < 500 kW in San Mateo, 
Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Monterey, and San Benito counties, as well as 
multifamily customers (common area measures only) in those counties. 
Customers include municipal and local government agencies, nonprofits, 
schools, and other institutions. For PRSV work, RightLights targets gas and 
electric customers in all of PG&E’s territory except those areas served by water 
districts participating in other PRSVs programs.   

G. EDC Technologies, Inc., Residential Energy ESP (Efficiency, Savings, 
Performance):  EDC Technologies, Inc. partners with multi-family apartment 
owners, property management companies, hotel and motel chains as well as 
natural gas utilities to bring forth energy efficiency, conservation, monitoring 
and overall safety to domestic hot water systems.  EDC Technologies, Inc. 
achieves savings by deploying a proprietary, domestic hot water control, which 
consistently achieves 15-35% natural gas savings (savings vary based upon the 
physical environment in which the device is deployed).  With every installation 
EDC also deploys a wireless communications network which consists of 
wireless radios, repeaters and an internet base station.  The purpose of the 
communications network is to provide EDC staff, technicians and clients with 
daily/hourly M&V that assures that the controls are in fact providing maximized 
energy savings in addition to optimal operational efficiency of our clients 
environment. 

H. RLW Analytics, Air-Conditioner and Refrigeration Tune-Up:  Provides energy 
audits, direct installation of energy efficiency measures, and air conditioner and 
refrigeration tune ups for very small, small and some medium-sized businesses.  
Measures include:  Installations of energy efficient lamps, ballasts, occupancy 
sensors and programmable thermostats; Replacement of inefficient unitary 
HVAC systems; Tune-ups of air-cooled package unit air conditioners, self-
contained and split-system refrigeration systems; Recommendations for energy 
efficient practices specific to lighting, air conditioning, and refrigeration 
systems.  The program targets “very small,” “small,” and “medium” hard-to-
reach and underserved businesses 

I. Synergy Companies, Comprehensive Manufactured/Mobile Homes:  This 
program builds upon Synergy’s earlier PG&E mobile home activities through: 
improved marketing and educational techniques for reaching an increased 
number of homeowners in each mobile home park and by adding the successful 
evaporative cooler fan depowerment and enhanced pad measures in mobile 
homes with evaporative cooling. The combination of two proven programs will 
deliver a comprehensive set of measures to a larger number of customers in 
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each park, thus avoiding lost opportunities.  The evaporative cooling elements, 
duct test and seal measure, and AC diagnostics measures are all shown to 
reduce energy use during afternoon peak loads. 

 
 5. Program Statement 
 

The Mass Market is comprised of single family residential retrofit, multifamily 
residential retrofit, commercial and residential renters, and commercial customers who 
have similar purchasing patterns and strategies, use the same vendors, and have similar 
approaches to energy efficiency.  An integrated approach to these customers, 
historically viewed as separate segments, will provide greater penetration into the 
commercial market while eliminating artificial boundaries and barriers and providing 
for easier program delivery and expanded participation.  For example, a small business 
owner who wants to recycle a refrigerator in the office would not qualify for a rebate 
now since this measure is considered residential equipment and the location as a 
business account with PG&E.  The new 2006-2008 Mass Market program will allow 
this customer to recycle this refrigerator using the same third party recycler as the 
residential customer.  The new Mass Market program design allows PG&E to capture 
many lost opportunities in similar cases.  
 
Residential and commercial customers often lack the information, time, and resources 
needed to assess their own energy efficiency opportunities.  PG&E will coordinate 
customer information, provide vendor/retailer/contractor support, and encourage 
manufacturer/distributor participation.  Customers in this broad market segment will 
have varied information sources, ease of participation, and readily available energy 
efficiency items from informed vendors/retailers/contractors.  The mass market 
approach will focus on each link in the energy efficiency delivery chain to make it easy 
for customers to participate and save energy. 
 
Vendors and contractors continue to be a key delivery channel for the mass market 
sector, particularly for the Express Efficiency program.  Over 180 vendors and 
contractors signed up to participate in the 2004-2005 Express Efficiency program.  In 
2004, a total of 84 percent of all Express Efficiency customer rebate applications were 
vendor-driven.  Local Government Partnership (LGP) programs also leverage the use of 
vendors and contractors by providing them with incentives to perform direct 
installations for small commercial and/or residential customers.  Currently five LGPs 
offer direct install as a delivery channel.  In the 2006-2008, the majority of LGP 
programs will use direct install as the primary delivery channel to the mass market.  In 
addition, at least two of the continuing Third Party programs are direct install programs, 
and that number could increase once other programs come on board. 
 
The 2006-2008 programs result from a complete reevaluation of existing programs, 
historical successes, the needs of the market, and the Commission’s energy savings 
targets for 2006 and beyond.  The Mass Market program integrates manufacturers, 
contractors, retailers and customers to maximize energy savings.  The program will 
have the flexibility to continue to evaluate and adjust based on successes and customer 
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responses so that PG&E can reach the energy saving targets determined by the 
Commission.   
 
Based on the studies and historical successes, PG&E has identified the two largest areas 
of potential savings as lighting and heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC).  
In addition the Residential Low Income Energy Efficiency program serves over 55,000 
homes a year with educational and direct installation services.  Savings resulting from 
these activities will also be included in the overall PG&E Portfolio. 

 
 6. Program Rationale 

 
This fully coordinated and integrated approach for the mass market is designed to offer 
simple rebate programs from a menu of appropriate energy efficient products; use a 
combination of upstream and mid-stream strategies with manufacturers, distributors, 
retailers and contractors, and provide comprehensive information easily available to 
customers via PG&E’s Web site or a toll-free telephone number.  The Mass Market 
approach will allow customers to improve the efficiency of their homes and businesses 
and easily maximize their energy savings.  Numerous barriers to energy efficiency 
improvements in these target segments include: 

 
• Information and delivery of energy efficiency presently is through various different 

programs that can be confusing to customers.  Consistent delivery of the program 
through contractors, manufacturers, retailers, vendors to the mass market segment 
will help overcome this barrier; 

• Limited facility staff in small businesses, lack of a dedicated energy manager and 
limited time to dedicate to research of energy efficiency and its benefits among 
these customers causes limited participation in programs.  Delivering the same 
programs through contractors, vendors, retailers, and manufacturers will provide 
consistent program information and the benefits of energy efficiency to these 
customers; 

• There are time and costs associated with selecting contractors/vendors to implement 
energy efficiency measures and projects.  By delivering the programs through 
knowledgeable vendors, retailers, manufacturers and contractors, the burden on the 
end users to do their own analysis will be reduced allowing for more to see the 
benefits of implementing energy efficiency projects/measures; 

• Due to initial capital investments associated with energy efficiency improvements 
and the lack of return on investment information, many end users are hesitant to 
invest in energy efficiency.  By showing the approaches and return on investment, 
decision making will be more informed; and 

• Competitive markets and lack of benchmarking data can drive short term attitudes 
that delay energy efficiency projects.  Presenting information on benefits and 
payback along with benchmarking data can help to make a case for investing in 
energy efficiency.   
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Finally, the combined mass market program will be far more cost effective than 
providing separate programs for sub-segments as in the past.  An easier application 
process along with Web-based information will be the same for owners and renters of 
small businesses and for home owners and renters. 

 
 7. Program Outcomes 
 

The major objective of the Mass Market program is to meet the energy savings target.  
Beyond those kW, kWh, and therm savings targets, PG&E has the following non-
energy objectives for this program: 
 

• The first objective of the Mass Market program is to help residential and small 
commercial customers save energy by increasing the energy efficiency of their 
homes and businesses; 

• PG&E will enlist the assistance of vendors, contractors, retailers and 
distributors to add or expand their expertise in mass marketing to help promote 
energy efficient equipment, including lighting, HVAC, appliances, refrigeration 
and practices to all mass market customers; 

• By promoting the benefits of quality installation practices, the program will 
encourage end users to ask for this level of service.  This, in turn, will help 
contractors, retailers and vendors overcome the customers’ resistance due to 
their lack of education and information, therefore resulting in higher quality 
installations that are critical to maximizing higher efficiency equipment 
operation.  This will also support the CEC goals by developing and 
implementing a three to five year quality installation effort; 

• The combined Mass Market program will be more cost effective than providing 
separate programs for sub-segments as in the past.  This will be achieved 
through an easier application process that uses the same information channels 
including the Web for owners and renters of small businesses and for home 
owners and renters; 

• Consistent and constant energy efficiency messaging from PG&E and other 
trade allies will further reduce confusion;  

• The whole house/building system approach will optimize the implementation of 
several energy efficiency measures; 

• Educating the end user about aspects of energy efficiency and outlining the 
actions they can take will allow customers to take control and reduce energy 
consumption; 

• Continuous education, training, tools and resources for trade allies will be 
essential to delivery of quality products and services to the mass market 
customer; 

• Benchmarking and presenting return on investment (ROI) information will help 
the decision makers see the benefits of investing in energy efficiency; 
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• Integrating demand response and distributed generation information 
components into the overall program design. 

• Tracking success through evaluation, measurement and verification (EM&V). 

 
8. Program Strategy 

 
To assure maximum outreach and penetration into all sectors of the mass market will be 
provided through a variety of delivery channels.  The program will contract with a variety 
of market actors to deliver upstream (manufacturers and some distributors), midstream 
(retailers, contractors and other distributors) and downstream incentives to customers.   
Upstream program delivery will encourage manufacturers and distributors to increase the 
market share of higher efficiency products.  Midstream program delivery will encourage 
retailers, distributors and vendors to increase accessibility of these high efficiency products 
in the mass market.  Downstream program delivery will allow customers to receive a rebate 
for the purchase of increased efficiency customer products.  Education for distributors and 
contractors will be provided through classes, workshops, and demonstrations.  These tools 
will help inform and influence customers to purchase higher efficiency products.  In 
addition, customers will be educated through a variety of marketing and promotional 
materials, the PG&E Web site along with demonstrations and promotions at public events.  
Educating customers will increase the level of knowledge and thereby create a market for 
higher efficiency products.  Providing program delivery and education to all market actors 
will increase market penetration and customer participation.   
 
Embedded in the program strategy are activities to target the various mass market 
sub-segments, comprised of single family and multifamily-residential and commercial 
customers for product categories such as HVAC, lighting, pool equipment, water heaters, 
boilers and controls, appliances, building envelope, food service equipment, and 
refrigeration.  Tools such as surveys and audits will be employed to determine and monitor 
customer participation and satisfaction.  By partnering with local governments and the 
other investor-owned utilities (IOUs) in this statewide effort, the 2006-2008 programs will 
make use of these synergies to achieve greater success than the sum of the individual 
programs. 
 
The program will provide statewide consistency where possible in as many product 
categories as possible.  Statewide strategies may include: 

 
• Promoting essentially the same measures;  

• Promoting the benefits of ENERGY STAR® products with similar messaging;  

• Coordinating seasonal product campaigns on the same products, e.g., lighting in 
the fall, home electronics for the holidays;  

• Promoting similar measures or retrofit packages to small commercial customers 
where applicable. 
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Specific strategies for upstream, midstream and downstream delivery by technology 
include:  
 
A. HVAC  

 
The Mass Market program will allow a consolidated approach to HVAC technology 
with a building performance focus and delivery methodology.  Residential and 
commercial air conditioning is responsible for the largest share of critical peak demand 
in California.  In addition, this end use is a large percentage of existing energy use.  
Estimates suggest that 10 to 20 percent savings1 are possible with more efficient 
packaged air conditioning (split systems and packaged units) and related quality 
installation. 
 
To capture energy savings, PG&E proposes a comprehensive, integrated portfolio of all 
air conditioning, heat pump systems and energy efficient whole house/whole building 
evaporative cooling systems to maximize opportunities in the upstream, midstream, and 
downstream markets.  The primary emphasis will be to address the air conditioning and 
cooling critical peak load reduction across all market sectors.  Additionally, PG&E will 
include a coordinated program that embraces new construction, replacements, and 
services in the commercial and residential sectors. 
 
Upstream Market 
1. Presently distributors stock 12 to 15 percent of the products that are above the 

minimum code required for HVAC equipment.2  PG&E will work closely with 
other IOUs and HVAC manufacturers to ensure sufficient high quality product is 
available in California.  

2. The new baseline for residential and commercial units will follow the Consortium 
for Energy Efficiency (CEE) energy efficiency standards which will exceed the 13 
Season Energy Efficiency Rating (SEER) equipment requirements of the Title 24 
and Title 20 codes to be implemented October 2005.  Therefore, the definition of 
high efficiency will be changed to reflect the new higher baseline.  Tiered rebate 
levels for qualified products and services will be adjusted as the CEE standards 
adjust to the market and increases to efficacy standards.  PG&E will work with 
California utilities to better integrate SEER and energy efficiency ratio (EER) 
performance into all programs offered.  This effort will bring consistency to several 
programs levels presently being offered throughout the state.  

3. Current interest in the air conditioning market presents a relatively unique 
opportunity to eliminate installation barriers to air conditioning efficiency.  The 

                                                 
1 This range includes savings from high efficiency purchases and/or proper installation and maintenance. On the low 
end, purchases of High Efficiency 14 and 15 SEER units save 5 – 13% compared to 13 SEER. When combined with 
proper installation and maintenance, savings rise to 20%. The “Summary Report on Packaged Rooftop Unit 
Problems and Diagnostic Tools: Recommendations for Tools & Protocols.” Report to Northwest Energy Efficiency 
Alliance, prepared by PECI, 2002, notes that typical small rooftop units waste at least 20% of cooling energy due to 
low refrigeration efficiency, nonfunctioning economizers, duct leakage, and other control and distribution problems.  
2 Anecdotal information from Energy Solutions, third-party implementer of the 2004-2005 Upstream HVAC 
program. 
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CEE, ENERGY STAR®, Air Conditioning Contractors of America (ACCA), 
California IOU’s and other nationally recognized trade organizations are defining 
what constitutes a quality installed air conditioning package.  PG&E intends to 
participate in this effort and has included these external initiatives into the final 
program design.  

4. Training of associated industry actors on the proper installation procedures and 
equipment selection, establishing verification protocols, and providing incentives 
where necessary will be an integral part of the delivery of the HVAC component. 

 
Midstream Market 
The midstream contractor market includes residential and commercial air conditioning 
installation and service contractors.  Current experience shows that 80 percent of 
contractors specialize in either residential or commercial customers.  The midstream 
contractor strategy taps into the potential for high quality installation and servicing 
across several layers of the market.  These contractors can deliver additional energy 
savings from all new and retrofit replacement air conditioning systems, not just the new 
higher efficiency units.   
 
1. A midstream strategy will be aimed at contractors for new retrofit replacement 

equipment installation and enhanced servicing practices for existing systems.   

2. Additionally, new training for the proper selection, installation and maintenance of 
high efficiency HVAC equipment will be developed with distributors and 
manufacturers for contractors.   

3. Incentives will be provided to distributors to sell only program-qualified equipment.  
Cash incentives will be offered to customers who include quality installation at the 
time the qualified equipment is installed. 

4. Upstream split incentives with energy efficient whole house/whole building 
evaporative cooler distributors/contractors may be included to increase the 
penetration and installation of energy efficient evaporative cooling systems into 
homes and small businesses. 

 
Downstream Market 
1. A downstream strategy will focus on customers.  Enhanced customer education 

efforts will create demand for higher efficiency HVAC equipment and early 
replacement of less efficient units.   

2. Co-operative promotions will take advantage of joint marketing opportunities with 
contractors and retailers with seasonal selling and service cycles.   

3. The downstream or end-user pull strategy will provide educational materials, 
advertising and reinforce information on efficient HVAC equipment and services 
available on the Web or by direct mail request.  The strategy has two main 
elements: 

• Air Conditioning Cooperative Promotions 
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To take advantage of seasonal air conditioning selling and service cycles, 
PG&E plans to deliver consistent program messages to key market participants 
(contractors and distributors and retailers where applicable) and coordinated 
marketing and sales promotional materials throughout the year.  Cooperative 
promotions would also be extended to leverage program equipment and service 
incentives, manufacturer rebates and dealer marketing strategies to create 
attractive promotions at peak times in the market.  These cooperative 
promotions would be used to present a consistent theme to the market.  
Promotional materials will create enough buyer interest that the various 
elements in the distribution channels experience the benefits of program 
participation. 

• Customer Education 

Interviews with distributors and contractors consistently confirm that the value 
of customer education is paramount to the success of this program delivery.  
The program will compile information and provide recommendations to a 
customer/multifamily property owners or managers that describe energy saving 
opportunities and reinforces program specific messages.  The information will 
convey the benefits of the program in terms that customers understand, 
including non-energy and societal benefits. 

4. PG&E has developed Ffinancing options that will be available to the small 
nonresidential HVAC market with a buy down option which provides alternatives 
to the customer when purchasing high efficiency HVAC equipment and associated 
quality installation services.  

5. The program will address the lack of contractor information through training 
offered through PG&E’s Energy Training Center and developing proper tools for 
their use in analysis and installation. 

 
B. LIGHTING 

 
Upstream Market 
PG&E proposes providing manufacturer or distributor buy downs or retailer instant 
discounts for eligible products to be promoted to mass market customers.  Having these 
products in various customer channels exposes more customers to the products (both 
sellers and buyers) at attractive prices which overcome the barriers of higher 
incremental cost and availability.   
 
1. The Program will work with manufacturers to improve the performance of compact 

fluorescent lamps (CFLs) (form, fit, efficacy, life, and power quality) i.e., 
40 percent increase in lumen/Watt from three years ago and capability to be high 
power factor (>90 percent).  The Program ill also work with manufacturers to add 
more products to address a variety of lamp sockets such as candelabra base, three-
way and dimming lamps. 

2. The Program will explore targeting a higher percentage of promotions to areas that 
experience a winter peak such as San Francisco and the Peninsula.  The CFL 
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market has received a significant amount of attention in recent years; however, the 
market potential is so vast, to ignore or diminish the significance of this opportunity 
is inappropriate. 

3. Cold cathode lamps and fixtures offer new, longer life products rated at 25,000 
hours.  PG&E will work with manufacturers and retailers to help these products 
become more affordable and available to commercial or residential customers to 
replace lower wattage 15 to 20 Watt incandescent products that are dimmed or 
cycled.  Candelabra based products are also being made with this technology.  This 
category may fill a niche that compact fluorescents have been unable to meet thus 
far.  

4. For commercial applications, high output T8 and T5 lamps with electronic ballasts 
have been growing in product diversity.  The program will seek to drive more 
products to customers via upstream, midstream, and downstream channels.  The 
ability to cost effectively dim these products allow more daylighting control 
systems and more opportunity to meld with demand response program 
opportunities. 

5. PG&E will work with manufacturers to emphasize ceramic metal halide alternatives 
for incandescent reflector and halogen parabolic reflector lamps in retail stores, and 
potentially in residential applications.  Lower wattage products, overcoming long 
start-up and higher color rendering index issues have allowed this technology to be 
suitable for more retail and possibly residential applications.  The program can 
promote this technology in upstream/midstream channels for commercial customers 
as well as select similar channels for the residential market.  Self-ballasted products 
will increase the number of medium base sockets that have ceramic metal halide 
high performance alternatives.  This has the ability to have a greater impact on 
coincident peak demand. 

6. The program will encourage manufacturers to have lower wattage and lower cost 
inductor reflector products which are another alternative to recessed can products 
for commercial and residential applications.  This has the ability to have a greater 
impact on coincident peak demand. 

7. PG&E will continue to work with manufacturers for development and 
improvements to light-emitting diodes (LEDs) in seasonal decorative and other 
specialized lamps.  The benefits of the technology such as energy savings, 
durability, longevity, and in some cases lack of ultraviolet (UV) radiation and heat 
is beginning to break through the barrier of high initial cost.  More uses are quickly 
being developed such as, promoting seasonal LED decorative lighting in areas with 
winter peaking concerns. 

8. New fluorescent fixtures have built-in, reliable motion sensors which will keep the 
light level at a minimum level until motion is sensed then bring the fixture to full 
brightness.  After no motion is sensed for a set time, the fixture returns to the 
minimum light and power levels.  Saving estimates for these sensors range from 40 
to 70 percent and can be used in stairwell as well as some hallways of small 
commercial facilities.  Other applications for sensors and dimmers include: 
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• Use of motion sensors in conjunction with photocells so that lights only come 
on when it is dark and motion is detected; 

• Dimming ballasts controlled by radio waves that can be dimmed for out of 
office periods or for demand response programs; and 

• Dimmer switches which allow the customer to vary the light levels. 

 
Midstream Market 
1. The current downstream/midstream approach will be expanded to include other 

lighting manufacturers, distributors and retail channels to reach those customers not 
touched by the current mix of manufacturers and retailers.  PG&E will continue to 
work with the current market actors to build on prior success. 

2. This approach provides distributor buy downs or retailer instant discounts for 
eligible products to be promoted to mass market customers.  Having these products 
in various customer channels exposes more customers to the products at attractive 
prices which overcome the barriers of higher incremental cost and availability.   

3. This program modifies the existing statewide lighting effort to acknowledge that 
some retailers and vendors reach some residential, some multifamily and some 
small commercial customers. 

4. At the retail level, the program will focus on promotion of products for rooms in the 
home that have high utilization (such as R lamp products for kitchen down lights 
and dimmable high power quality products). 

5. It will work with builders and the ENERGY STAR® program to encourage hardwired 
fixtures that use pin-based CFLs in lieu of the dimmer switch code compliance 
option. 

6. The program will encourage retailers to promote the CFL fixture option to replace 
high wattage halogen fixtures such as the 65 Watt CFL flood fixture replacing the 
300 Watt halogen flood fixtures and continued promotion of 70 Watt CFL 
torchieres to replace 300 Watt halogen torchieres.   

7. High output T8 and T5 fixtures replacing high intensity discharge (HID) sources 
will continue to be a viable change out either in conjunction with a daylighting 
project where the lamps are dimmed or as a direct retrofit opportunity. 

8. Standard T8 lamps and fixtures have yet to make an impact in the residential market 
where 35 percent savings for old fluorescent kitchen applications have been 
untouched.  Working with developers or local governments to identify entire 
developments with this retrofit potential is one strategy.  Another strategy is to 
work with contractors supporting the whole house/building approach to have 
fixtures changed or retrofitted at the same time other measures are being upgraded. 

9. Emphasis will be placed on ceramic metal halide alternatives to incandescent 
reflector and halogen PAR lamps in retail and potentially in residential applications, 
lower wattage products, overcoming long start-up and higher CRI has elevated this 
source to be suitable for more retail and possibly residential applications.  The 
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program can promote this via upstream/midstream channels for commercial as well 
as select similar channels for the residential market. Self-ballasted products will 
increase the number of medium base sockets that have ceramic metal halide high 
performance alternatives.  

 
Downstream Market 
A downstream approach will continue to allow the program to leverage the activities of 
many vendors and contractors to achieve peak period savings and educate small and 
medium commercial customers.  Downstream incentives are coordinated on a statewide 
basis with the IOUs providing easier program participation for vendors and contractors 
to work with customers (single family, multifamily property owners and managers) 
across utility boundaries and for small chain customers to participate across the state in 
a uniform manner. 
 
1. Develop educational information about other innovations with CFLs including 

specialized air cleaning products, integrated motion sensing to turn off lamps and 
more smaller/compact units when available. 

2. Explore more CFL school fundraiser outreach as a channel to introduce products to 
teachers, students and parents. 

3. Focus on promotion of products for rooms in the home that have high utilization 
(such as R Lamp products for kitchen down lights, and dimmable high power 
quality products)  

4. Standard T8 lamps and fixtures have yet to make an impact in the residential market 
where 35 percent savings for old fluorescent kitchen applications have been 
untouched.  Working with developers or local governments to identify entire 
developments with this retrofit potential could be one strategy.  

Another strategy is to work with contractors supporting the whole house/building 
approach to efficiency to have fixtures changed or retrofitted as part of the whole 
house/building retrofit work. 

5. New LED night lights use 1 Watt or less compared to an incandescent night light. 

6. A motion sensor night light only comes on when motion is detected saving even 
more than the above scenario. 

7. Coordinated LGP direct install activity will include new products such as induction 
reflector lamps. 

 
C. POOL PUMPS AND MOTORS 
 

The 2004-2005 pool pump and motor rebate program, which provided rebates to 
customers to replace standard efficiency pool pumps with new energy efficient pool 
pumps and motors, will become the pools component of the Mass Market program.  
The pools component will include incentives to the owners of in-ground and 
aboveground (ABG) residential pools and commercial pools. The inclusion of the ABG 
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and commercial pool markets gives the pools component a comprehensive approach to 
addressing the huge energy savings potential with swimming pools.  Delivery for this 
component will leverage the participation of the pool service professionals and pool 
equipment distributors across these three market sectors and will occur at the 
midstream and downstream levels.  Promotion of the pools component will be through 
local government partnerships, targeted mailings and retailer co-promotion. 
 
Midstream Market 
The typical single family residential pool has an electrical demand of 2 KVA and 
consumes 2580 kilowatts per year.  Results from an IOU-commissioned pool study 
performed in 2001 estimated that there are 1.5 million in-ground residential pools in 
California using the entire capacity of 6 mid-size power plants.  Multiple speed pool 
pumps and motors have the potential to reduce pool filtration-related electrical 
consumption for each pool by up to 50%.  Transformation of the pool pump market to 
multiple speed pumps is critical to California meeting its annual summer electrical 
energy demand.  For this reason PG&E proposes to focus program delivery for the 
residential in-ground pools on the midstream and downstream market segments.   
 
The residential in-ground pool component will provide split incentives to the 
retailers/installers and to the customer for each energy efficient pool pump and motor 
installed.  Pool equipment retailers and pool service professionals are in a unique 
position to influence the operation and maintenance of their customers’ pools.  This 
opportunity has not been fully developed in past programs and as a result customer 
response to the two-speed pool pump and motor rebate option in past years has been 
moderate.  An incentive to the installer or retailer for each two- or variable speed pool 
pump installed will encourage pool professionals to promote multiple speed pumps, not 
only at equipment failure, but also as early retirement of standard efficiency equipment.  
In addition, a rebate to the customer for each pump and motor installed will reinforce 
the customers’ wise decision and offset a portion of the incremental cost for energy 
efficient equipment.  Thus the strategy for in-ground residential pools is: 
 
1. Provide an incentive to the installer who installs, or retailer who sells to a 

do-it-yourself (DIY) customer, for each two-speed or multiple speed, (i.e., variable 
speed) pool pump and motor. 

2. Provide a rebate to each customer who purchases and installs a two-or variable 
speed residential pool pump and motor. 

3. Process and pay the installer/retailer incentive from information submitted on the 
customer rebate package thereby reducing processing costs. 

 
Residential in-ground and aboveground pools are similar in that the pumps used to filter 
and circulate the water are roughly the same size and used in the same manner.   
A midstream approach will be used to deliver energy savings from ABG swimming 
pools.  An analysis of ABG pools and their operation tells us that ABG pool owners are 
either unaware of high efficiency pool pumps or this equipment is not offered at time of 
sale.  Furthermore, customers are unable to specify the efficiency of the equipment that 
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comes with the ABG pool because the profit margin on these pools and the associated 
equipment is very small and to be competitive the retailers keep the final cost of the 
pool package as low as possible.  Therefore we will achieve penetration of energy 
efficient single-speed or two-speed ABG pool pumps by providing midstream 
incentives to retailers of ABG pools to upgrade the pumping equipment provided with 
new ABG pools.  The ABG pool strategy will include: 
 
1. An incentive to the ABG pool retailer for each energy efficient pool pump and 

motor sold to an eligible customer, or 

2. An incentive to the ABG pool retailer for each two-speed pool pump and motor 
sold to an eligible customer 

 
Downstream Market 
To capture energy savings from the commercial pool market, PG&E proposes a whole 
pool element that will provide a comprehensive portfolio of energy efficiency 
improvements, which may include products such as pool pumps, filters, heaters, 
cleaners, blankets, lighting. and options focusing on optimization opportunities such as 
operational flexibility and plumbing reconfiguration.  The primary emphasis will be on 
assessing each pool as a system and providing a custom robust list of improvement 
options from which the pool owner can select with a multiple measure bonus for 
implementation of combinations of measures.   
 
The commercial pools component will provide rebates to the pool owners for installing 
energy efficient upgrades and making operational changes to commercial pools.  
Commercial pools in this market sector include pools at multifamily residential 
facilities, such as apartment complexes and home owners’ associations, hotels/motels, 
and commercial facilities such as therapy facilities and health clubs.  Pool owners will 
receive a facility assessment and a list of recommended improvements from which to 
select.  Each improvement measure will have a rebate incentive and an option for a 
bonus rebate when multiple measures are selected.  This market has not been addressed 
in previous energy efficiency programs but has a significant energy reduction potential. 
The commercial pool strategy will include: 
 
1. Pool equipment screening process to identify high energy savings potential pools, 

2. Onsite assessment and energy monitoring, if appropriate, 

3. Comprehensive list of energy efficient improvements, 

4. Incentives commensurate with energy savings, 

5. Bonus incentive for implementing multiple improvements options. 
 

D. WATER HEATERS, BOILERS AND CONTROLLERS 
 
Products in this category include tank less and high efficiency storage water heaters, 
central boiler water heaters and controllers.  As solar programs become available, 
PG&E will explore the integration of solar opportunities in this product category.  
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Incentives for these products will be provided through upstream, midstream and 
downstream delivery for single residential, residential multi-family markets and small 
commercial businesses in the PG&E service area.   
 
Upstream Market 
Since many of the upstream actors manufacture and distribute the numerous water 
heating technologies available in this product category, research will continue to be 
conducted to characterize the market for potential energy savings opportunities and 
determine best delivery method(s) for programs in each market sector.  Once this 
market is properly characterized, pilot projects will be developed and conducted to test 
delivery mechanisms for accomplishing the best penetration into the key market 
segments.   
 
Upon completion of the pilot projects, incentive program(s) will target mid and 
upstream participants, i.e. manufacturers, distributors and contractors, to increase the 
purchase and installation of high efficiency storage water heaters, boilers and the 
required controllers in residential, multifamily and/or small commercial businesses in 
the PG&E service area.  In addition, new water heating technologies such as tankless 
water heaters will be included to make them more familiar and accessible to the mass 
market.  We will continue investigating new technologies and revitalize other pre-
existing technologies that have reached a plateau of commercialization in the water 
heater, boiler, and controller market, such as condensing water heaters and heat pump 
water heaters.   
 
Midstream Market 
Increased market penetration of energy efficient water heaters, boilers, and controllers 
over previous years’ volume will be achieved by focusing on more effective outreach 
efforts toward midstream market actors.  Contractors and vendors will be offered 
various educational resources, including online tools and technical training 
opportunities, designed to help them and their customers (including multifamily 
property owners or managers) make informed choices. Since water heaters are typically 
not replaced prior to failure, contractors and vendors will target their promotion on 
decision making at the time of purchase. 
 
New water heating technologies, such as tankless water heaters, will be included in this 
program and available for the mass market.  This measure has been available to the 
small/medium commercial market in previous programs.  However, we are considering 
incorporating this technology into the residential new construction market and 
establishing criteria and helpful customer information for this product to be introduced 
into the residential retrofit market.  Similarly, we will explore the incorporation of solar 
water heating into retrofit and new construction as efforts to maximize product energy 
efficiency progress.  Implementation of solar water heating is anticipated for 2007.  
 
Downstream Market 
This program would continue offering downstream incentives for the purchase of 
storage water heaters at big box and other retail outlets and provide customer 
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information on the benefits of high efficiency water heating at the point of decision 
making or product selection. 
 

E. APPLIANCES 
 
The Mass Market program will target mid- and upstream manufacturers and 
distribution channels to deliver more energy efficient appliances and refrigeration 
equipment to the mass market and provide education and training on the benefits of 
energy efficient products versus standard equivalent.  
 
The definition of high efficiency for appliances will be changed to reflect new higher 
baselines.  Tiered rebate levels for qualified refrigerators, clothes washers and 
dishwashers will be adjusted as the DOE and CEE standards adjust to the market and 
increases to efficiency standards.  PG&E will work with all California utilities and 
related agencies such as water agencies to better include these new requirements into all 
programs offered in the State.  This effort will bring consistency to several programs 
presently being offered throughout the state. 
 
Market penetration of high efficiency appliances will increase by offering incentive 
premiums for purchasing multiple appliances ultimately producing a greater reduction 
in energy usage as well as processing costs. 
 
This will build higher energy savings yield per customer contact and minimize lost 
opportunities by promoting energy efficiency as a bundle.  PG&E will investigate 
offering a suite of appliance products for the new construction and major retrofit 
market.  Downstream incentives for single purchases will continue to be offered. 
 
Upstream Market 
1. Explore providing upstream incentives through manufacturers of energy efficient 

appliance and refrigerators to help reduce product cost at the retail level.  This 
effort will greatly depend on the manufacturer’s ability to provide customer-specific 
information.  If this can be accomplished, it can greatly reduce processing cost and 
increase penetration of energy efficient products. 

2. Work with manufacturers to develop and promote information which educates the 
customer on the benefits of energy efficient appliances and refrigerators compared 
to the standard equivalent products. 

 
Midstream Market 
1. Promote energy efficient refrigeration in the nonresidential market by offering 

incentives to participating vendors to install refrigeration system upgrades.  
Conduct outreach and training aimed at nonresidential refrigeration manufacturers, 
distributors, and end users to increase awareness and acceptance of energy efficient 
equipment. 

2. Institute point of sale incentives with retailers to help reduce product cost at the 
retail level.  This again, as in the upstream description, will greatly depend on the 
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retailer’s ability to provide customer-specific information.  If this can be 
accomplished, it can greatly reduce processing cost and increase penetration of 
energy efficient products and is anticipated to increase customer satisfaction with 
the rebate program. 

3. Conduct outreach and training aimed at nonresidential refrigeration manufacturers, 
distributors, and end users to increase awareness and acceptance of energy efficient 
equipment. 

 
Downstream Market 
1. Build higher energy savings yield per customer contact and minimize lost 

opportunities by promoting energy efficiency as a bundle.  Increase market 
penetration by offering incentive premiums when purchasing multiple appliances 
(dishwasher, clothes washer, and refrigerator) ultimately producing a greater 
reduction in energy usage as well as processing costs.  Investigate offering a suite 
of appliance products for the new construction and major retrofit market.  

2. Continue offering downstream incentives for single purchase. 

3. Coordinate seasonal promotions for multiple products (e.g., Energy Star appliance 
campaign in the spring). 

 
F. BUILDING ENVELOPE 

 
The building envelope category consists of products that play a significant role in 
optimizing energy savings for mass market customers’ homes and small businesses.  
Such items as attic and wall insulation, high performance windows (multifamily only), 
and high performance window film represent the first steps to making a building or 
home more energy efficient.  Other items such as heat curtains and infrared films for 
green house walls play the same role for their specialized sub-sectors will explore 
investigating cool roof technologies and their possible incorporation into the residential 
new construction area. 
 
Upstream Market 
PG&E will explore the option of providing upstream incentives to manufacturers for 
such products as attic insulation, windows, and window films.  Incentives for these 
products have only been provided either as a downstream customer rebate or as part of 
a financing option.  Today opportunities exist for multiple delivery methods for 
building envelope measures.  These include bundling building envelope products with 
HVAC and quality installation to offer a whole house/whole building approach to 
energy efficiency. 
 
Midstream Market 
Provide training and education for contractors on the benefits of whole house/building 
approach to energy efficiency and the benefits of bundling products such as insulation 
and windows with customers (including multifamily property owners and managers) 
prior to installing new heating and cooling equipment. 
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Downstream Market 
Develop financing options for customers to install bundled building envelope products 
such attic, wall insulation along with other product installation such as HVAC 
equipment or lighting improvements. 
 

G. FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT/REFRIGERATION 
 
The approach to increasing energy efficiency in the food service equipment industry 
will be a combination of incentives to the mid- and downstream markets, as well as 
outreach and training for upstream manufacturer and distribution channels.  In addition, 
the program will offer on-site audits to identify no cost, low cost and larger investment 
energy savings opportunities.  The food service appliance category consist of fryers, 
steamers, insulated holding cabinets, griddles, ice machines, convection and 
combination ovens, as well as refrigeration upgrades and new packaged reach-in 
refrigerators that are commonly used within the food service industry.  Incentives will 
be provided via a streamlined online customer application with efficient food service 
equipment and clearly stated savings so that customers can develop and implement an 
energy plan. 
 
Upstream Markets 
Food service equipment manufacturers will be encouraged to improve the efficiency of 
their products and assure product availability. 
 
Midstream Markets  
The midstream market actors in food service include retailers and distributors selling 
cooking equipment such as fryers, steamers, ovens and griddles, and food holding 
equipment such as hot food cabinets, and commercial refrigeration.  This market 
segment will be provided with education and encouraged to promote energy efficient 
food service equipment to the downstream market. 
 
Downstream Market 
Food service equipment is found in multiple facility types in PG&E’s service area 
including restaurants, schools, universities and community colleges, governmental 
institutions, caterers, hospitals, assisted living facilities, and prisons.  For large facilities 
such as universities and prisons, education and training on energy savings opportunities 
will be provided to the food service staff either at the Food Service Technology Center 
or at the facility site.  Facility audits may be provided to identify and recommend no 
cost, low cost and investment energy efficiency improvements.  Incentives will be 
provided to the facility owners to make low cost and large energy efficient equipment 
investments. 
 

H. PLUG LOAD 
 
Studies indicate that there is at least one computer in 69 percent of all residential 
dwellings, 67 percent have cell phones, 60 percent have home office equipment and 
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54 percent have cable/satellite televisions.  Plug load continues to grow rapidly with the 
introduction of technologies in the market.   
 
The lack of comprehensive research that quantifies the magnitude of plug load and 
phantom load is a barrier to program development therefore one strategy for plug load 
programs includes research to identify the market potential, market actors and 
industry(s).  Furthermore, the impact of the market actors on the industry must be 
ascertained to identify such elements as energy use and savings potential and identify 
opportunities for program development. 
 
After performing research to identify the market structure, the Program will assess the 
impact on energy usage and market potential, then implement program for products 
which are expected to provide the greatest savings impact in one of the following ways: 
 
Upstream Market 
PG&E will offer manufacturer buy-downs for PCs and desktop-derived servers 
containing qualifying power supplies.  Program delivery methods may include 
additional upstream incentives to manufacturers to continue to develop and provide 
increased efficiency products to the California consumers.  Additionally, the Program 
will work with national entities to improve standards for existing products. 
 
Midstream Market 
Midstream efforts may include incentives to cable operators and big box retail stores to 
carry energy efficient equipment and to schools to upgrade their existing computers for 
more efficient ones.  
 
Downstream Market 
Downstream efforts may include education to customers regarding plug load and 
phantom load energy usage via the PG&E Web site, marketing materials, radio 
advertisements, and seasonal co-promotions with retailers.  Educational materials will 
be used to help educate customers and help empower them with information to make an 
informed purchasing decision. 
 

I. MOTORS 
 
Motor Strategy: 
1. An upstream strategy will be used to stimulate stocking of high efficiency motor 

equipment for the commercial markets. 

2. A midstream strategy will be aimed at contractors for retrofit replacement or 
upgrade of motor equipment for existing systems.  Additionally, the development of 
a new delivery infrastructure for proper selection, installation and maintenance of 
high efficiency motor equipment training for contractors will be developed with 
distributors and manufacturers.  

3. A downstream strategy will be based on commercial customers who will 
incorporate selection of products through enhanced customer education efforts to 
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create demand for higher efficiency, also early replacement of less efficient units, 
and co-operative promotions to take advantage of marketing opportunities and 
leverage with service cycles. 

 
These program strategies address several critical barriers that currently exist in this 
market sector.  The upstream distributor strategy helps facilitate the availability of high 
efficiency motor equipment.  The midstream contractor strategy ensures there is a push, 
denoting that the units are promoted, purchased and installed properly. The downstream 
strategy continues to support customer education or the pull to provide materials that 
better prepare the customer in the purchase of high efficiency and installation action 
items for premium efficiency products and services they will need to leverage against 
future energy consumption 
 
The Upstream Motors program will use the same specification used by CEE for its 
Premium Efficiency Motors Initiative, which is a new specification co-promoted by 
CEE and the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) called NEMA 
Premium™.  The NEMA Premium™ specification will be used to determine minimum 
eligible efficiency levels for motors incentives.  The specifications for these motors are, 
on average, 1-2 percent higher than the federal minimum standards required by the 
Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct).  Motors covered by this specification include the 
same equipment covered by EPAct, NEMA design A and B; integral horsepower (hp); 
general purpose ODP and TEFC motors (1200, 1800, and 3600 RPMs) from 1-200 hp.  
Larger motors are not included in the program as they are often custom built and no 
standard exists. 
 

9. Program Objectives   
 
The objectives of the Mass Market program are to help residential and small 
commercial customers save energy by increasing the energy efficiency of their homes 
and businesses and providing information on potential demand response and distributed 
generation programs in which mass market customers may be eligible to participant.  
This fully coordinated and integrated approach will engage upstream, midstream and 
downstream market actors to employ all strategies to deliver cost-effective energy 
efficiency products and services utilizing best available practices and capturing 
otherwise lost opportunities in the process.  For example, Mass Market will capture lost 
opportunities by coordinating program activities with training and education, Local 
Government Partnership programs residential and nonresidential audits, other IOUs, 
and industry associations.  Vendors also figure prominently in capturing lost 
opportunities as they traditionally deliver information to small commercial customers 
through face-to-face contact – a key motivator to customer participation.  They are the 
largest source of awareness to this small commercial customer segment.  In a recent 
Express Efficiency measurement and evaluation (M&E) study, 63 percent of 
participants said their vendor was “very important” in deciding which equipment to 
install.  The combined mass market program will maximize the reach and benefits of 
the program to deliver the highest level of energy savings 
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The objectives for the targeted technologies are:  
 
HEATING VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING 
 
Upstream market objectives:   
• Increase the participation of manufacturers and distributors in the program by 

incenting floor stocking of premium efficiency systems. 

• Expand the product offering of high efficiency commercial retrofit units. 
 
Midstream market objectives: 
• Increase participation of mass market vendors in quality installation services for 

residential and commercial customers 

• Increase the number of trained quality installation and service contractors. 
 
Downstream market objectives:   
• Increase mass market customer awareness of air conditioning energy efficiency 

opportunities by working with the Statewide Marketing Contractors Association to 
build recognition of the benefits of high efficiency air conditioning, 

• Educate customers on quality installation of HAVC systems which include duct 
sealing and refrigerant charge and air-flow,   

• Best practices to capture lost opportunities, and 

• Explore the opportunity to phase out old HVAC equipment before customer 
(including multifamily property owners and managers) invests in new equipment 
due to equipment failure. 

 
LIGHTING: 
 
Upstream market objectives: 
• Continue to work with lighting manufacturers on promoting and improving the 

performance of CFLs including lumen/Watt output, more suitable products for 
more sockets such as candelabra base and three-way and dimming products. 

• Continue the successful in-store point of purchase and manufacturer buy down 
programs and expand the program to include commercial electrical distribution 
warehouses and wholesalers. 

 
Midstream market objectives: 
• Increase ease of purchase and availability of product by working with retailers.   

• Increase the demand for energy efficiency lighting products so that more retailers 
will become interested in selling these products on a regular basis thereby 
increasing the availability 

 
Downstream market objectives: 
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• Increase the percentage of high efficiency lighting installed in homes and 
businesses 

• Increase mass market customer awareness on high efficiency lighting products and 
utilities lighting programs by working with lighting manufacturers on package 
designs 

 
Best practices to capture lost opportunities: 
• Promote new technology-market acceptance for specialized lighting products 

including, CFL products with motion sensing to turn off lamps, smaller size units, 
cold cathode lamps and fixtures, HID and induction lighting, light emitting diode 
lamps and fixtures. 

 
APPLIANCES  
 
Upstream market objectives: 
• Lower incremental cost (manufacturer to retailer to customer). This can be done 

through the use of manufacturer or retailer incentives so the customer receives the 
discount at the point of sale.  

• Increase the diversity and quality of energy efficiency products by continuing work 
with trade allies and manufacturers to promote the most efficient products to the 
marketplace.  

 
Midstream market objectives: 
• Increase availability, diversity and quality of refrigerators, clothes washers and 

other appliances to greater than Energy Star® standards  

• Increase sales penetration of energy efficient equipment, through point-of-purchase 
and point-of-sale incentives resulting in increased availability of products. 

 
Downstream market objectives: 
• Increase awareness and acceptance of energy efficient equipment. 

• Increase purchase and installations of energy efficient appliances by increasing 
mass market customer awareness on these products. 

 
Best practices to capture lost opportunities: 
• Minimize lost opportunities of customers installing less efficient appliances by 

increasing customer education and disseminating information on the most efficient 
models at the points of purchase.    

• Offer higher incentives for bundling of appliances to encourage a high percentage 
of energy efficiency products and reduce program costs due to leveraging.  Avenues 
for this would be with builders of new homes and those customers planning a major 
remodel of their existing home or multifamily property owners performing a major 
rehabilitation of their complexes.   
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REFRIGERATION: 
 
Upstream market objectives: 
• Increase penetration of Energy Efficient food service equipment over previous 

years’ volume by focusing outreach efforts to mid and upstream market actors. 
 
Midstream market objectives: 
• Utilize vendors to target specific market segments such as convenience stores to 

increase participation in rebate programs for refrigeration products. 

• Increase the number of energy efficient models that are installed in this market. 
Nearly 36 percent of commercial refrigeration energy is used by glass and solid 
door reach in refrigerators, freezers and ice machines.  Downstream and midstream 
incentive programs will be developed. 

 
Downstream market objectives: 
• Remove old, inefficient equipment with high load factors such as old refrigerators 

and room air conditioners in both residential and commercial settings by expanding 
the existing residentially focused appliance recycling component to include 
commercial customers.   

• Continue to emphasize paying downstream incentives for the installation of 
upgrades to existing nonresidential refrigeration systems. Twenty-four percent of 
the electricity used in the commercial sector is for refrigeration. 

• Provide information and tools to help the customer understand and calculate life 
cycle equipment cost. The existing market for packaged commercial refrigeration 
equipment is first cost driven. 

 
Best practices to capture lost opportunities: 
• Minimize lost opportunities of customers installing less efficient refrigeration 

products by increasing customer education and disseminating information on the 
most efficient models at the points of purchase.    

 
WATER HEATERS, BOILERS AND CONTROLS:  
Upstream market objectives: 
• Increase diversity and quality of energy efficiency water heaters, boilers, and 

controller products. 
 
Midstream market objectives: 
• Increase penetration of energy efficient water heaters, boilers, and controllers over 

previous years’ volume by focusing outreach efforts to mid and upstream market 
actors.  Contractors and vendors will be offered various educational resources, 
including online tools and technical training opportunities, designed to help them 
and their customers (including multifamily property owners and managers)make 
informed choices.  
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Downstream market objectives: 
• Increase purchase and installation of energy efficiency water heaters, boilers, and 

controller products to increase kW, kWh, and therm savings, using less energy. 

• Highlight energy efficiency as a major feature in purchasing decisions.  
 
Best practices to capture lost opportunities: 
• Minimize lost opportunities of less efficient water heaters, boilers, and controllers 

being installed due to lack of education and information regarding higher efficient 
models.   

• In addition to the measures listed, PG&E intends to aggressively seek new measures 
for implementation as technologies (such as tankless water heaters) currently 
available as a rebate to small/medium nonresidential customers only. 

 
POOL PUMPS AND MOTORS 
Upstream market objectives: 
• Transform the pool equipment market toward offering more multiple speed pool 

pumps and motors.   
 
Midstream market objectives: 
• Increase participation of mass market pool contractors and service personnel in two- 

speed pool pump installation services for residential and commercial customers 
 
Downstream market objectives: 
• Reduce energy and peak demand consumption by residential and commercial 

swimming pool pumps and motors, 

• Offer alternatives for pool operations and equipment solutions for all customer 
segments  

• Educate and encourage pool owners to optimize the pool facility energy efficiency. 
 
Best practices to capture lost opportunities: 
• Minimize lost opportunities of customers installing less efficient pool pumps by 

increasing customer education and disseminating information on the most efficient 
models at the points of purchase.    

 
FOOD SERVICE 
 
The primary objective is to meet Commission’s criteria for delivering cost-effective 
energy efficiency programs.  Energy efficiency advancements in food service 
equipment have created opportunities in this market segment.  By offering incentives 
on a comprehensive suite of energy, efficient food service equipment and providing 
information and outreach to equipment manufacturers and distributors, and sales 
personnel an opportunity to significantly increase energy efficiency can be achieved by 
promoting the sales of these products.  
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• Twenty-four  percent of the electricity used in the commercial sector is for 
refrigeration; therefore, a continued emphasis will be placed on incentives for the 
installation of upgrades to existing nonresidential refrigeration systems. 

• Nearly 36 percent of commercial refrigeration energy is used by glass and solid 
door reach in refrigerators, freezers and ice machines.  Downstream and midstream 
incentive programs will be developed to increase the number of energy efficient 
models that are installed in this market. 

• Energy efficient food service cooking equipment has the ability to save 
15-45 percent over standard equipment.  Energy efficient ice machines and 
steamers also use substantially less water than standard equipment. 

• Food service establishments typically operate equipment 10-12 hours per day; 
therefore, many equipment upgrades demonstrate payback periods of less than a 
year. 

• The existing food service equipment market is first cost driven.  Incentives, 
outreach and training are necessary to increase the volume of energy efficient 
equipment.  Providing information that helps the customer understand and calculate 
life cycle equipment cost will educate the customer and shift market focus from first 
cost purchasing decisions. 

 
PLUG LOAD 
Upstream Market objectives 
• Establish a priority of energy saving items through research to identify market 

potential.  

• Identify energy savings strategies around the items that have high energy saving 
potentials. 

• Establish an entry into the market place of high-efficiency plug loads in the mass 
market customer segment. 

• Help increase availability and efficiency of electronic plug load products in the 
long-term. 

• Increase sales penetration of efficient plug load electronics in the long-term. 
 
Midstream Market objectives 
• Increase availability and efficiency of electronic plug load products at retail and 

wholesale locations. 

• Increase demand from retailers, wholesalers, cable operators that would in turn 
encourage manufacturing to produce more energy efficient equipment. 

• Lower incremental cost (manufacturers to retailer to consumer).  This can be done 
through the use of utility and manufacturer incentives so the customer receives the 
discount at the point of sale.  

 
Downstream Market Objectives 
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• Increase mass market consumer awareness of items that constitute plug loads and 
the opportunities for energy savings around them. 

• Educate mass market consumers with information around energy efficient plug 
loads so they may be empowered to make informed purchasing decisions. 

• Through education of the mass market, help create a demand for energy efficient 
equipment from upstream and midstream channels. 

 
Best practices to capture lost opportunities 
• Minimize lost opportunities of customers purchasing inefficient electronics that 

constitute plug load due to lack of consumer education. 
 
MOTORS 
Upstream market objectives 
• Increase the participation of manufacturers and distributors in the program by 

incenting floor stocking of premium efficiency systems. 

• Develop partnerships with manufacturers’ and distributors’ sales and technical staff 
to bring technical and cost information directly to the customer.   

• Leverage manufacturers’ and distributors’ data analysis tools to overcome the lack 
of information on expected product performance and first-cost market barrier 

• Expand the product offering of high efficiency commercial retrofit units and 
increase the market penetration of premium efficiency motors 

 
Midstream market objectives 

• Increase participation of mass market vendors in quality installation services for 
residential and commercial customers 

• Increase the number of trained quality installation and service contractors. 
 
Downstream market objectives 

• Increase business market consumer awareness of motor energy efficiency 
opportunities by working with the Statewide Marketing Contractors Association to 
build recognition of the benefits of high efficiency motor. 

• Educate customers on quality installation of high efficiency motor 
 
Best practices to capture lost opportunities 

• Explore the opportunity to phase out old motor equipment before customer invest 
on new equipment due to equipment failure 

 
10. Program Implementation   

 
The Mass Market program is designed to combine residential and commercial markets 
and provide the first opportunity to integrate all customer outreach and information, 
energy audits, deemed savings rebate programs with contractor and vendor incentives 
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and training and, finally, with manufacturer and distributor incentives.  The Program 
will develop the overall strategies for presenting customer contact and outreach, 
partnering with manufacturers, distributors, retailers and contractors, and offering 
incentives to customers, contractors and vendors, and manufacturers and distributors.   
 
As a result of the Mass Market program’s integrated and comprehensive approach, both 
residential and commercial customers will have readily available information, services 
and rebates to purchase and install quality products to reduce their energy use and 
increase the efficiency of their homes and businesses.  PG&E is developing financing 
for energy efficiency measures as appropriate.   
 
Audits 
PG&E will develop a policy and process for sharing general and statistical audit results 
and recommendations with customers, trade allies and the community for energy 
project planning and prospecting.  Small- and medium-size businesses with less than 
200 kW billing demand will be offered do-it-yourself online audits (English and 
Spanish versions), CD-ROM audits, mail-in audits, and interactive phone audits.  
PG&E anticipates 19,500 traditional energy audits for qualifying small and medium-
size businesses during 2006-2008.  These audits will provide recommendations and tips 
for energy conservation and energy efficiency, and rebate/incentive information and 
links for qualifying measures.  These audits may provide related sustainability 
information; e.g., energy benchmarking and demographics, water conservation, 
pollution prevention, and waste reduction and recycling 
 
Incentives/Rebates 
At the same time, contractors, vendors and retailers will be incented to provide extra 
information and efficient equipment for small customers.  Online tools and resources 
are planned for vendors using the new Web Portal, where vendors can use e-rebates to 
help their customers apply for rebates, get Web-based training, and possibly bid for 
jobs where the customer has already received an energy audit.  PG&E will continue its 
successful in-store point-of-purchase rebate programs; training for retailer sales staff on 
the advantages of the energy efficient appliances and equipment their stores will stock.  
Special training for proper installation and servicing of some efficient equipment such 
as air conditioning, hot water boilers and pool pumps and motors will be provided at 
PG&E’s training centers.   
 
Manufacturers will continue to develop new energy efficient products knowing there 
will be a market in California.  Upstream incentives to manufacturers and distributors 
further encourage participation and increase the supply of efficient appliances and 
equipment.  The mass market approach ensures that California customers will have the 
best energy efficiency measures readily available. 
 

Financing Option 

The financing pilot will package energy saving services, rebates and no interest loans 
tailored to small businesses that may not have the time, financial resources or in-house 
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expertise to analyze and improve their energy use.  Small business owners will receive 
free energy audits, rebates for energy efficient equipment, zero interest loans and access 
to contractors to help with the equipment installation.  The pilot will target 300-400 
convenience stores, groceries, and food service businesses in climate zones 2, 4, 11, 12, 
and 13.  These businesses tend to have extended hours, high HVAC and refrigeration 
demands, similar equipment, and upgrade potential.   

PG&E’s financial service provider will qualify loan applicants, arrange the loans, bill 
and service the loans, and assume responsibility for defaults.  Examples of the projects 
include lighting upgrades, HVAC improvements, refrigeration equipment 
enhancements, food service equipment replacements, motor and pump replacements, 
and controls.  PG&E expects this financial pilot to introduce additional business 
customers to the benefits of energy efficiency. 

Outreach – Allies/Partnerships 
Marketing of all aspects of the program will also expand to include industry and trade 
allies such as the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA), Sheet Metal 
Air-conditioning Contractors of North America (SMACNA), Air Conditioning 
Contractors Association (ACCA), North American Technical Excellence certifiers 
(NATE), Residential Builders Association (RBA), and the United States Green 
Building Council (USGBC).  As suggested by the PRG team, PG&E will continue to 
hold meetings with the major retailers and product manufactures that the 
upstream/midstream programs are targeting to regularly discuss program 
implementation plan and program status regularly. 
 
The Mass Market program will integrate statewide consistency in the promotion of 
same measures, especially promoting the benefits of ENERGY STAR products with 
similar messaging, and marketing of seasonal product campaigns.  PG&E will leverage 
with the Local Partnerships to deliver the program goals.  PG&E will also continue its 
participation with CEE and manufacturers on equipment standards and energy efficient 
equipment research as well as with national initiatives like ENERGY STAR.  
 
The market integrated DSM Mass Market program will include information on 
customer options for participation in the demand response programs offered by PG&E.  
Many of these programs are designed for larger customers in order to capture the 
economies of scale.  However, as additional demand response programs are developed 
for the mass market customers they will be added to the energy efficiency information 
provided to all customers. 
 
PG&E proposes the following implementation plan for the Mass Market program: 
 
HVAC  
The comprehensive packaged air conditioning systems component will be implemented 
through multiple coordinated program channels that address market barriers and 
technical opportunities. Single family, multifamily and small business customers will 
be targeted in the following efforts. 
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Upstream Implementation 
The upstream program incentives are designed to increase distributor sales of high 
energy efficient equipment and allow distributors to sell the equipment at persuasive 
prices near the price of standard equipment.  The program will offer incentives for A/C 
and heat pumps on central systems and possibly evaporative cooling.  
 
Recruit distributors 
The program will continue to recruit distributors to create an environment of 
competition that creates a cascading effect of incentive impacts.  Eligible distributors 
are businesses that purchase air conditioning equipment directly from the manufacturer 
and sell it to vendors/contractors or directly to the customer.  Participating distributors 
will be asked to sign a Participation Agreement and supply adequate customer and 
product data to verify that product and customer qualifies. 
 
Create incentives 
The Program includes incentives to distributors for stocking and selling high efficiency 
air conditioning equipment to commercial and residential customers.  The equipment 
must be installed on the premises of a qualifying PG&E customer before the incentive 
will be paid. 
 
Marketing materials 
Marketing materials will be developed to provide comparison data on premium 
efficiency air conditioning equipment and the associated quality installation services.  
These materials will make it easy for distributors to present and explain the benefits of 
premium efficiency equipment to their customers. 
 
Marketing materials will be developed and used by builders and contractors to 
document and explain the benefits of quality installation.  Particularly in residential 
installations, proper installation offers significant value in reduced costs and extended 
equipment life, since these installations generally are not serviced on a regular basis. 
 
Midstream Implementation: 
The midstream market has multiple products and services to address various needs.  
Appropriate installation of air conditioning equipment is critical to realizing the 
potential energy savings.  On the service side, significant opportunities exist to go back 
to installed equipment and find additional energy saving opportunities.  To be cost-
effective, these incentives and services will be delivered as a targeted retrofit and 
service opportunity. 
 
The program will target efficiency services for all air conditioning split and packaged 
systems.  Large custom systems require individualized diagnostics and tune-ups; 
therefore, they are not cost-effectively addressed by a standardized efficiency service at 
the present time. 
 
Create Incentives 
Efficiency services include tune-ups and retrofits such as: 
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• Refrigerant charge and air flow testing and adjustment 
• Duct sealing 
• Proper control equipment  
 
For each item listed above, the incentive may be tiered based on size or complexity of 
the associated service.  Most existing program designs include the ability to capture pre 
and post-activity performance information however the energy savings can be 
calculated on a post activity per unit basis. 
 
Establish installation and service protocols 
The program service platform will combine technician training and technical support 
along with innovative tools and technology enabling technicians to diagnose problems, 
troubleshoot system flaws and identify and implement necessary corrections.   Standard 
testing procedures and protocols will ensure consistency in realizing energy savings. 
 
Create program materials 
The program will develop supporting materials including rebate application, 
participation agreement, and licensing agreement. 
 
Implement technician training 
Program success depends on well-trained technicians and contractors who allow them 
to use the protocols to provide quality services.  Training issues that must be addressed 
include understanding and working with the manufacturers’ equipment application and 
installation protocols and issues related to system warranties.  The training curriculum 
will include basic principles of air conditioning and energy efficiency implementation 
protocols, and details about the latest equipment.  The training will support basic 
curriculum developed by NATE and ACCA.  Training will also include educating 
contractors and homeowners on the importance of permit and building code 
compliance.  
 
Provide on going technical support 
The program will provide post-training follow up support to make sure that the 
contractors and technicians are comfortable and capable of implementing the program. 
The program will provide on-call program support during Monday through Friday 
business hours to help technicians work through program criteria and answer questions 
while they are in the field.  This technical support function will also ensure quality 
control, prepare the technical analyses, and provide feedback and communication to the 
technicians.  This will be an ongoing program role or until the HVAC industry develops 
a supporting service. 
 
Downstream Implementation: 
 
HVAC  
Downstream or end-user pull implementation is focused on the customer through 
elevated education materials, advertising and reinforced efficient program equipment 
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and services promotional available on the Web or by direct mail request.  The strategy 
has two main elements: 
 
• High efficiency air conditioning and quality installation promotion 
• Customer education  
 
Additionally a quality installation component will be offered to consumers which will 
include an incentive paid directly to the customer who hires a qualified contractor to 
test, repair and replace leaks in their duct distribution system.  The contractor will be 
eligible for an incentive to help build their business and to report the duct sealing 
results to PG&E during the start-up phase of the program.   

 
Air Conditioning Cooperative Promotions 
The comprehensive HVAC component will work with market participants to take 
advantage of seasonal air conditioning selling and service cycles.  PG&E plans field 
services to deliver consistent program messages to key market participants (contractors 
and distributors and retail where applicable) to deliver coordinated marketing and sales 
promotional materials throughout the year.  Cooperative promotions would also be 
extended to leverage program equipment and service incentives, manufacturer rebates 
and dealer marketing strategies to create attractive promotions at peak times in the 
market.  These cooperative promotions would be used to present a consistent theme to 
the market.  Promotional materials are available to create enough buyer interest that the 
various elements in the distribution channels experience the benefits of program 
participation. 
 
Customer Education 
Interviews with distributors, contractors, consistently confirm the value of customer 
education as being paramount to the success of this program delivery scheme.  The 
program would compile information and a Customer HVAC Check List that describes 
energy saving opportunities and reinforce program specific messages.  The information 
will convey the benefits of the program in simple terms that customers understand, 
including non-energy and societal benefits.  Part of this training will include educating 
contractors and homeowners on the importance of permit and building code 
compliance. 
 
Phased Implementation 
The HVAC component will be implemented through the following key phases.  More 
detailed information about implementation can be found in the Mass Market Initial 
Strategies document. 
 
Phase 1: Within first twelve months, with a focus on the first 6 months 
o The downstream rebate application will be available for all eligible Mass Market  
o Sign upstream distributor agreements with distributors who serve the commercial 

market 
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o Sign agreements with verification service providers (VSPs) for duct sealing and 
refrigerant charge and air flow implementation for all Mass Market.  VSPs help 
ensure the proper service/installation and they help move implementation along. 

 
Phase 2:  1-2 years 
o Offer Duct Test and Seal and Refrigerant Charge and Air Flow quality installation 

package for all Mass Market customers 
o Expand the upstream distributor program to include small A/C systems less than 

seven tons 
 

Phase 3:  2-3 years 
o Expand to include financing options of HVAC products and services for all Mass 

Market customers 
 

Additionally, there will be at least one LGP that will provide direct install HVAC 
measures to small commercial customers. 
 
In addition, the following third parties will offer HVAC measures. 
 
As part of KEMA, Inc.’s small commercial comprehensive refrigeration program, they 
will also offer HVAC tune-ups.  PG&E will coordinate with KEMA to avoid program 
overlap and information about this program will be shared at the Local Coordinating 
Council meetings. 
 
Richard Heath & Associates will offer an Energy Fitness Program for medium non-
residential customers in the region north of Sacramento.  This program might include 
the installation of HVAC measures.  PG&E will coordinate with RHA to avoid 
program overlap and information about this program will be shared at the Local 
Coordinating Council meetings. 
 
Ecology Action will offer several HVAC measures as part of its LodgingSavers and 
Right Lights programs.  PG&E will coordinate with Ecology Action to avoid program 
overlap and information about these programs will be shared at the Local Coordinating 
Council meetings. 
 
RLW Analytics will offer air-conditioner tune-ups for small commercial customers.  
PG&E will coordinate with RLW Analytics to avoid program overlap and information 
about this program will be shared at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. 
 
Synergy Companies will offer an evaporative cooling program for 
manufactured/mobile home residential customers.  PG&E will coordinate with Synergy 
Companies to avoid program overlap and information about this program will be shared 
at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. 
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LIGHTING  
The lighting component will be implemented through multiple coordinated program 
channels that address market barriers and technical opportunities.  Single family, 
multifamily and small business customers will be targeted in the following efforts.  
 
Lighting is a dynamic end use with multiple product families and multiple subclasses of 
product lines within each family.  This component will impact multiple product 
families and cause efficiency or other market improvements that will benefit customers. 
The product families include: 
 
• Incandescent  
• Compact fluorescent lamps and fixtures 
• Cold cathode lamps and fixtures 
• Linear fluorescent lamps and fixtures 
• HID fixtures (primarily metal halide and high pressure sodium) 
• Induction lamps 
• Light emitting diode lamps and fixtures 
• Photocell, motion sensor, dimmer controls separately or in conjunction with 

products above. 
 
Implementation tactics for these products are as follows: 
Incandescent 
• Statewide codes and standards advocacy for improved general service incandescent 

A and R lamps (the principal opportunity currently being addressed is an 
8-10 percent improvement in general service A lamps), recognizing that while our 
best opportunity, CFLs may not likely fill all sockets.  

 
Compact Fluorescent Lamps and Fixtures 
• Continue with Downstream, Upstream and Midstream focus and development for 

residential and commercial sectors.  

• Continue emphasis on improving the performance of CFLs (form, fit, efficacy, life, 
and power quality) i.e., 40 percent increase in lumen/Watt from three years ago & 
capability to be High Power Factor (>90 percent) has become a matter of cents to 
the manufacturers, more sockets have or are about to have suitable products such as 
candelabra base, three-way and dimming. 

• Continued emphasis on assuring the quality of products in the marketplace (through 
PEARL, internal sampling and testing, and referral to laboratories (perhaps CLTC) 
if systemic concerns arise.  

• Focus on promotion of products for rooms in the home that have high utilization 
(such as R Lamp products for kitchen down lights, and dimmable high power 
quality products)  
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• Promotion of the CFL fixture option for high wattage halogen fixtures such as the 
65 Watt CFL flood fixture replacing the 300 Watt halogen flood fixtures and 
continued promotion of 70 Watt CFL torchieres to replace 300 Watt halogen 
torchieres.   

• Other innovations anticipated to grow with CFLs include specialized air cleaning 
products, integrated motion sensing to turn off lamps and more smaller/compact 
units. 

• Explore more CFL school fundraiser outreach as a channel to introduce products to 
teachers, students and parents. 

 
Cold Cathode Lamps and Fixtures 
• These longer life products rated at 25,000 hours are relatively new to the market. 

Currently the products are not available to residential customers nor has there been 
an incentive offered to the commercial customers.  The program will work with 
manufacturers and retailers to help them become more affordable and available to 
commercial or residential customers to replace lower wattage 15 to 20 Watt 
incandescent products that are dimmed or cycled. Candelabra based products are 
also being made with this technology.  This category may fill a niche that compact 
fluorescents have been unable to meet thus far.  

Linear Fluorescent Lamps and Fixtures 
• For commercial applications, high output T8 and T5 lamp with electronic ballasts 

have been growing in product diversity.  The program will seek to drive more 
products to customers via upstream, midstream, and downstream channels as 
appropriate.  The ability to cost effectively dim these products lends for more 
daylighting control systems and more opportunity to meld with demand response 
program opportunities. 

• High output T8 and T5 fixtures replacing HID sources will continue to be a viable 
change-out either in conjunction with a daylighting project where they are dimmed 
or as a direct retrofit opportunity. 

• Standard T8 lamps and fixtures have yet to make an impact in the residential market 
where 35 percent savings for old fluorescent kitchen applications have been 
untouched. Working with developers or local governments as well as multifamily 
property owners and mangers to identify entire developments with this retrofit 
potential could be one strategy. Another strategy is to work with contractors 
supporting the whole house/building approach to efficiency to have fixtures 
changed or retrofitted as part of the whole house/building retrofit work. 

 
HID Fixtures 
• Emphasis on ceramic metal halide alternatives to incandescent reflector and 

halogen, PAR lamps in retail and, potentially in residential applications, lower 
wattage products, overcoming long start-up and higher CRI has elevated this source 
to be suitable for more retail and possibly residential applications.  The program can 
promote this via upstream/midstream channels for commercial as well as select 
similar channels for the residential market.  Self-ballasted products will increase the 
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number of medium base sockets that have ceramic metal halide high performance 
alternatives.  

 
Induction Lighting 
• Lower wattage and lower cost reflector products may become another alternative to 

recessed can products for Commercial and Residential applications 
 
Light Emitting Diode Lamps and Fixtures 
• Support for continued development of LEDs in seasonal decorative, MR, and other 

specialized lamps via upstream channels. 

• This exciting area is filled with promise for the overall lighting efficiency picture. 
The market has already begun by gaining ground in the areas of Traffic Stoplights 
and has begun to make inroads with Holiday Lights, Channel Sign Lights, and other 
niche areas. The benefits of the technology such as energy savings, durability, 
longevity, and in some cases lack of UV radiation and heat is beginning to break 
through the high initial cost. More uses are being developed at a quickening rate. 

 
Communication with industry including DOE and some of their research agents is 
occurring regarding the status of the overall LED industry. There is reason for 
optimism in the longer term and reason for concern in the near term. There is optimism 
because the outlook is for products that will surpass incandescent and likely fluorescent 
in the longer term. There is concern because without standards in this area some 
manufacturers are creating and selling products as equivalent in performance to their 
incandescent or fluorescent counterpart when the actual performance is sub-par. 
 
Photocell, Motion Sensor, Dimmer Controls separately or in conjunction with products 
above; examples of how these controls could be utilized due to advances in technology 
and introduction of newer products. An Upstream approach is likely for these measures. 
 
• Fluorescent fixtures with built-in reliable motion sensors keep the light level at a 

minimum level until motion is sensed which brings the fixture to full brightness. 
After no motion is sensed for a set time, the fixture returns to the minimum light 
and power levels. Saving estimates range from 40 to 70 percent. These can be 
utilized in stairwell as well as some hallway applications. 

• Use of new led night lights use 1 Watt or less compared to customers leaving a 
room light on all night or an incandescent night light. 

• Use of  a motion sensor night light that only comes on when motion is detected 
saving even more than the above scenario 

• Use of photocells so that security lights only come on when it’s dark. Use of motion 
sensors in conjunction with photocells so that lights only come on when it’s dark 
and motion is detected. 

• Dimming Ballasts controlled by radio wave that can be dimmed for out of office 
periods or for demand response programs. 
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• Dimmer switches – because the customer chooses to vary the light levels 
 
Upstream Implementation for targeting customers: 
Program representatives will negotiate promotion of efficient products with various 
supply channels for residential, multifamily and commercial channels including mass 
market retailers, building suppliers, home improvement warehouses, and electrical 
distributors. 
 
Midstream Implementation for targeting customers: 
The program will broaden customer knowledge/acceptance through multiple 
information and education programs, reduce product prices via incentives and increase 
availability by reaching agreements with the supply sources of the various customer 
groups.  During 2006, the commercial focus will be in transition as the existing 
program (Express Efficiency) will still be available to customers and vendors; however, 
more upstream arrangements with distributors and manufacturers will begin to be put in 
place.  PG&E will work with midstream players to offer new lighting technologies as 
they become available on the market. 
 
Downstream Implementation for targeting customers: 
The Downstream approach provides manufacturer or distributor buy downs or retailer 
instant discounts for eligible products to be promoted to mass market customers.  
 
• Energy Use Decision makers in all dwelling types, multifamily property 

owner/managers, and small commercial business owners and managers will be 
recipients of outreach via media, utility bill messaging, retailer displays, vendor 
outreach and utility account management outreach. 

• For the majority of customer transactions, the process will be very simple- customer 
buys the products from their supplier and installs them. Supplier provides product 
and shipment information to the IOU.  

• However, to reach some segments that may not be reachable via retailers and 
distributors or to make certain product types available to customers either because 
local unavailability the program may develop a channel to have products available 
via Web sales or targeted promotion via contractors or suppliers.  The program may 
conduct turn-in events for high wattage products if deemed cost effective and 
appropriate for the area. 

• Offer point-of-sale (POS) rebate program offering customers an instant discount on 
the higher efficient lighting product. 

 
Phased Implementation 
The Lighting component will be implemented through the following key phases.  More 
detailed information about implementation can be found in the Mass Market Initial 
Strategies document. 
 
Phase 1: Within first twelve months, with a focus on the first 6 months 
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o Focus on upstream incentives via big box retailers for residential and small 
commercial customers 

o Focus on midstream market actors (e.g., contractors) for commercial and 
multifamily customers; emphasize comprehensive retrofits (i.e., not just CFLs) 

 
Phase 2:  1-2 years 
o Incorporate upstream incentives via distributors for small commercial sector 

 
Phase 3:  2-3 years 
o Implement upstream incentives via manufacturers and distributors for selected 

LED applications that apply to peak period savings (e.g., home address lighting) 
 
There will be several LGPs that will implement direct install lighting measures with 
small commercial, multifamily and single family customers. 
 
In addition, the following third parties will offer lighting measures. 
 
As part of KEMA, Inc.’s small commercial comprehensive refrigeration program, they 
will also offer lighting measures.  PG&E will coordinate with KEMA to avoid program 
overlap and information about this program will be shared at the Local Coordinating 
Council meetings. 
 
Richard Heath & Associates will offer an Energy Fitness Program for medium non-
residential customers in the region north of Sacramento.  This program might include 
the installation of lighting measures.  PG&E will coordinate with RHA to avoid 
program overlap and information about this program will be shared at the Local 
Coordinating Council meetings. 
 
Ecology Action will offer two programs that will deliver lighting measures to small 
commercial customers.  PG&E will coordinate with Ecology Action and information 
about both programs will be shared at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. 
 
RLW Analytics will offer lighting measures as part of its air-conditioner and 
refrigeration tune-up program.  PG&E will coordinate with RLW Analytics to avoid 
program overlap and information about this program will be shared at the Local 
Coordinating Council meetings. 
 
POOL PUMPS  
The pool pumps component will be implemented through multiple coordinated program 
channels that address market barriers and technical opportunities. Single family, 
multifamily and small business customers will be targeted in the following efforts. 
 
Midstream Implementations: 
Pool professionals building new or retrofitting existing in-ground swimming pools with 
energy efficient pools pumps and motors will be eligible for incentives.  Training and 
marketing materials will be provided to these professionals to assist them with the 
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marketing of energy efficient pumping equipment and the benefits of early retirement 
of existing standard efficiency equipment.  Similar information will be available to 
customers via the PG&E rebates Web page.  A list of qualified equipment will be 
maintained and available to all pool professionals and customers via the PG&E pool 
pump rebates Web page and information clearinghouse.  In addition, customers will 
receive a rebate for installing qualified pool pumps and motors via either online or pre-
printed rebate applications.  Retailer/installers incentives will be paid via information 
provided on the customer’s rebate application.  No retailer/installer incentive for any 
pump and motor will be paid without a matching customer rebate application. 
 
Aboveground (ABG) pool retailers will be solicited for participation within our service 
area.  Participating retailers will receive incentives for each energy efficient ABG pool 
pump sold, either with a new ABG pool or an existing ABG pool.  Training and 
marketing materials will be provided to these professionals to assist them with the 
marketing of energy efficient pumping equipment and the benefits of early retirement 
of existing standard efficiency equipment.  Similar information will be available to 
customers via the PG&E rebates Web page.  A list of qualified equipment will be 
maintained and available to all pool professionals and customers via the PG&E pool 
pump rebates Web page and information clearinghouse.  Retailer incentives will be 
paid via a monthly invoice process. 
 
Downstream Implementation: 
Potential commercial pool candidates will be recruited through a variety of methods, 
including direct mail, promotion via pool service organizations and via Local 
Government Partnership, Local Housing Authorities, and Multifamily programs.  
Interested parties will provide basic information regarding their pool equipment and 
operation.  This information will be screened and those pools with a large energy 
savings potential will be selected for participation.  A follow-up site evaluation may be 
performed to valid potential energy savings and monitor energy demand.  The 
commercial pool owner will receive a complete compliment of energy efficiency 
improvement recommendations from which to choose.  In addition, a bonus incentive 
will be offered to encourage selection of a combination of options, e.g. if pipe retrofit is 
encouraged to optimize the energy efficiency benefits of low-speed pumping, given that 
piping reconfiguration may be costly, a bonus incentive beyond that of the low-speed 
pump retrofit incentive will be offered to encourage the customer to select both options.  
Following installation of improvements, verification and energy savings validation will 
be required prior to payment of incentives and bonuses.  Training and program 
materials will be provided to pool professionals and owners regarding the energy 
efficiency benefits of multiple speed pool pumps and sound pool facility energy 
management. 
 
Phased Implementation 
The Pools component will be implemented through the following key phases.  More 
detailed information about implementation can be found in the Mass Market Initial 
Strategies document. 
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Phase 1: Within first twelve months, with a focus on the first 6 months 
o The downstream application will be available for all eligible Mass Market 

customers 
o Implement midstream incentives for pool professionals and retailers 

 
Phase 2:  1-2 years 
o Roll out commercial pool program 

 
In addition, the following third parties will offer pool measures. 
 
Ecology Action will offer dual speed pool pumps with electronic controls to small 
commercial lodging customers through its LodgingSavers program.  PG&E will 
coordinate with Ecology Action to avoid program overlap and information about this 
program will be shared at the Local Coordinating Council. 

 
WATER HEATERS, BOILERS AND CONTROLS  
The water heaters, boilers and controls component will be implemented through 
multiple coordinated channels that address market barriers and technical opportunities. 
Single family, multifamily and small business customers will be targeted in the 
following efforts. 
 
Midstream Implementation: 
• Offer midstream incentives to distributors and contractors to stock and display high 

efficiency water heaters, boilers, and controllers.  
• Intervene early in the design phase of projects. 
• Incent the testing of new products on a pilot basis. 
 
Downstream Implementation: 
Continue to maintain downstream rebates directly to customers.  Deliver tiered rebates 
where higher efficiency upgrades gets higher rebates; upstream point-of-purchase 
rebates; promote business/commercial customers. 
 
• Offer bundled rebate packages.  
• Intervene early in the design phase of projects. 
• Online and phone technical support for customers and contractors. 
 
Using targeted strategies to identify customers with aging equipment; educate, train and 
provide incentives to vendors on advantages of replacement versus repair.  Encourage 
customers to retire early their inefficient water heater or boiler.  Engage all market 
actors via incentives and/or education/training to adopt the strategy, i.e. retailers.   
 
For individual customer purchases, changes will include the expansion of the 
residential electronic E-Rebates application to small commercial customers.  This 
simplified online application will make program participation much easier for all 
customers.  The application will include energy efficient equipment with clearly stated 
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savings so that both residential and nonresidential customers can develop and 
implement an energy plan.  Vendors and contractors who work with both residential 
and small commercial customers will have one application process and list of measures 
across the entire mass market segment. 
 
Participate in local government pollution prevention committees to promote 
environmentally friendly, high efficiency, water heating equipment. 
 
Phased Implementation 
The Water Heaters and Boilers component will be implemented through the following 
key phases.  More detailed information about implementation can be found in the Mass 
Market Initial Strategies document. 
 
Phase 1: Within first twelve months, with a focus on the first 6 months 
o The downstream application will be available for all eligible Mass Market 

customers 
 

Phase 2:  1-2 years 
o Focus on midstream incentives with distributors and contractors (possibly 

delivered through a third party) 
o Explore opportunities for offering bundled rebate packages (especially in 

multifamily) 
 

There will be several LGPs that will implement boiler and water heating measures with 
multifamily and single family customers. 
 
In addition, the following third parties will offer boiler and hot water heating measures. 
 
EDC Technologies, Inc. will offer domestic hot water controls to multifamily 
customers.  PG&E will coordinate with EDC to avoid program overlap and information 
about this program will be shared at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. 

 
APPLIANCE  
The appliance-refrigeration component will be implemented through multiple 
coordinated program channels that address market barriers and technical opportunities. 
Single family, multifamily and small business customers will be targeted in the 
following efforts.  
 
Upstream Implementation 
PG&E will explore the possibility of offering incentives to manufacturers and 
distributors as long as the manufacturers and/or distributors can provide customer-level 
data for payment.  To participate, manufactures and/or distributors will be required to 
sign a Participation Agreement. 
 
Midstream Implementation 
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PG&E is also exploring the possibility of offering incentives to retailers who sell 
qualifying appliances.  Again, a midstream incentive program might be offered as long 
as participating retailers will provide customer level data for payment.  To participate, 
retailers will be required to sign a Participation Agreement. 
 
Downstream Implementation: 
Program implementation will be achieved by continuing to offer the appliance rebate 
program targeting PG&E customers in the downstream market.  Also offered will be 
multi-tiered rebates for different certain higher efficiency products or upgrades; 
upstream point-of-purchase rebates; and special promotions targeting 
business/commercial customers.  The PG&E Web site will continue to be updated to 
inform customers of appliances’ rebate eligibility and energy savings information.  
Education and promotion of refrigeration appliance recycling will be implemented 
when appliances are being purchased. PG&E plans to continue to manage and 
coordinate through a single statewide contractor in the appliance recycling component, 
which will results in combined influence of the utilities that ensure the cooperation of 
manufactures and distributors for the program, as suggested by the PRG team. 
 
Targeted strategies such as the use of participants in the Home Energy Survey will be 
used to identify customers with aging equipment; vendors will be educated, trained and 
provided incentives and information on the advantages of higher efficient replacement 
products versus repairing the existing product.  PG&E will expand the recycling of 
older appliances into the small commercial market as well as adding room air 
conditioners to the existing recycling program. PG&E will expand the delivery 
mechanisms by engaging all market participants via incentives and/or 
education/training.   
 
PG&E might bundle energy efficiency appliances (i.e. refrigerators, dishwashers, 
washers and dryers, etc.) to target the appropriate markets (track housing developments, 
multifamily properties, new construction, major remodels).  This will enable us to 
capture otherwise lost opportunities in a maturing market. 
 
The electronic E-Rebates application, currently available to residential customers will 
be made available to small commercial customers.  This simplified online application 
will make program participation much easier for all.  The application will include 
appliances and energy efficient equipment with clearly stated savings so that both 
residential and nonresidential customers can develop and implement an energy plan.  
Residential and small commercial vendors and customers will have one application 
process and the list of qualifying measures across the entire mass market segment. 
 
Phased Implementation 
The Appliance component will be implemented through the following key phases.  
More detailed information about implementation can be found in the Mass Market 
Initial Strategies document. 
 
Phase 1: Within first twelve months, with a focus on the first 6 months 
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o The downstream application will be available for all eligible Mass Market 
customers 

 
Phase 2:  1-2 years 
o Explore expanding program to upstream (e.g., manufacturers) and midstream 

(e.g., retailers) market actors if they can provide customer level data 
 

There will be several LGPs that will implement appliance measures with multifamily 
and single family customers. 
 
In addition, the following third parties will offer appliance measures. 
 
CAL UCONS will offer a coin-operated laundry program for small commercial and 
multifamily customers.  PG&E will coordinate with CAL UCONS to avoid program 
overlap and information about this program will be shared at the Local Coordinating 
Council meetings. 
 
BUILDING ENVELOPE   
The building envelope component will be implemented through multiple coordinated 
program channels that address market barriers and technical opportunities.  Single 
family, multifamily and small business customers will be targeted in the following 
efforts. 
 
Midstream Implementation 

• Provide incentives to contractors who sell qualifying products to residential and 
commercial customers.  Contractors will be paid based on verified quality 
installations or if a customer designates them as a payee. 

 
Downstream Implementation: 

• Provide downstream education on wall/attic insulation, high performance dual 
pane windows (multi-family only), window films on single paned windows, and 
cool roofs for customers (PG&E might phase this later in the program), 
contractors, distributors, manufacturers and retailers.  

 
• Offer creative, customer-friendly credit financing. 

 
• Offer Point of Sale (POS) incentives at the retail or manufacturer level. 

 
• Focus on Home Energy Efficiency Survey/Energy Management survey to 

identify retrofit potential in home/building.  Conduct direct mail promoting 
Web audits.  

 
• Consider offering bundled building envelop packages for mass market segments 

(insulation, dual paned windows, films and additional HVAC equipment and 
quality installation services). 
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Statewide Consistency: Since all IOUs will be addressing energy efficiency, it may 
make sense to collaborate on high level messaging through statewide meetings and 
leverage promotional opportunities through Flex Your Power, which has been very 
successful statewide, Food Services Equipment and Refrigeration 
 
Coordinate with California utilities, local government partnerships and national 
organizations 
 
PG&E will coordinate and leverage on these offerings with other California utilities 
and the local partnerships to deliver the program goals.  PG&E will also continue its 
participation with CEE and manufacturers on equipment standards and energy efficient 
equipment research. PG&E will also coordinate this effort with national initiatives like 
ENERGY STAR®. 
 
Phased Implementation 
The Building Shell component will be implemented through the following key phases.  
More detailed information about implementation can be found in the Mass Market 
Initial Strategies document. 
 
Phase 1: Within first twelve months, with a focus on the first 6 months 
o The downstream application will be available for all eligible Mass Market 

customers to apply for rebates on building shell equipment such as attic and wall 
insulation, window film, and windows for multi-family customers 

 
Phase 2:  1-2 years 
o Begin to explore and develop financing options 

 
There will be several LGPs that will implement building shell measures with 
multifamily and single family customers. 
 
In addition, the following third parties will offer building shell measures. 
 
Richard Heath & Associates will offer an Energy Fitness Program for medium non-
residential customers in the region north of Sacramento.  This program might include 
the installation of building shell measures.  PG&E will coordinate with RHA to avoid 
program overlap and information about this program will be shared at the Local 
Coordinating Council meetings. 
 
Ecology Action will offer low-E window film as part of its Right Lights program.  
PG&E will coordinate with Ecology Action to avoid program overlap and information 
about this program will be shared at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. 
 
FOOD SERVICE - REFRIGERATION 
To achieve energy savings of food service equipment, this program will: 
• Increase the sales of efficient food service equipment through midstream and 

downstream rebates and incentives. 
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• Educate food service facility owners/managers and food service equipment 
providers about efficient food service operation and equipment through facility 
audits and Food Service Technology Center classes on energy efficient food service 
equipment and operating techniques. 

• Increase the availability of efficient food service equipment and increase new 
efficient products available on the market, through upstream/manufacturer outreach.  

• Coordinate outreach with PG&E’s Food Service Technology Center in order to 
leverage incentives with activities that will educate end users and motivate 
manufacturers to increase equipment performance.  

 
Target Participants: Downstream, Midstream/Upstream  
Downstream 
Food service equipment is found in multiple facility types in PG&E’s service area 
including restaurants, schools, universities and community colleges, government 
institutions, caterers, hospitals, assisted living facilities, and prisons.  
 
Midstream/Upstream 
The midstream/upstream market actors in food service include retailers, distributors 
and equipment manufacturers dealing in cooking equipment such as fryers, steamers, 
ovens and griddles, food holding equipment such as hot food cabinets, and commercial 
refrigeration. 
 
• Food Service Audits 

Eligible facilities will be able to receive on-site audits to identify no cost, low cost 
and larger investment energy savings opportunities.  These auditors and/or audit 
reports will educate customers about operations and maintenance (O&M) practices 
(cleaning refrigerator coils, educating food service employees about efficient 
equipment use such as turning on equipment only when needed or using fewer 
burners in down times), low cost efficiency opportunities (retrofitting lighting in 
restaurants, including best products for restaurant ambiance), and investment 
opportunities (early replacement and recycling of old refrigerators or food service 
equipment).  After the audit is completed, PG&E will follow up to support the 
customer on audit recommendations. 
 

• Education and Training 
Training will be conducted by the Food Service Technology Center to educate food 
service end-users on procuring efficient equipment and operating efficient facilities.  
Very large facilities such as universities or prisons may have trainings brought to 
them.  Training will cover operations and maintenance (O&M) for food service 
staff, no cost, low cost and investment opportunities, efficient equipment 
procurement recommendations, and available rebates. 
 

• The electronic E-Rebates application currently available to residential customers 
will be made available to commercial customers.  This simplified online application 
will make program participation much easier for all.  The application will include 
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efficient food service equipment with clearly stated savings so that customers can 
develop and implement an energy plan.  Vendors and contractors who work with 
customers will have one application process and the list of qualifying measures 
across the entire mass-market segment. 

 
Phased Implementation 
The Food Service component will be implemented through the following key phases.  
More detailed information about implementation can be found in the Mass Market 
Initial Strategies document. 
 
Phase 1: Within first twelve months, with a focus on the first 6 months 
o The downstream application will be available for all eligible Mass Market 

customers 
o Focused outreach with distributors and manufacturers 

 
Phase 2:  1-2 years 
o Evaluate upstream options for food service market actors 

 
There will be several LGPs that will implement direct install refrigeration measures 
with small commercial customers. 
 
In addition, the following third parties will also offer refrigeration measures. 
 
KEMA, Inc. will offer a refrigeration program for small commercial customers.  PG&E 
will coordinate with KEMA to avoid overlap and information about this third party 
program will be shared at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. 
 
Richard Heath & Associates will offer an Energy Fitness Program for medium non-
residential customers in the region north of Sacramento.  This program might include 
the installation of food service measures.  PG&E will coordinate with RHA to avoid 
program overlap and information about this program will be shared at the Local 
Coordinating Council meetings. 
 
California Urban Water Conservation Council will offer a pre-rinse spray head 
installation program in PG&E’s territory.  PG&E will coordinate with CUWCC to 
avoid program overlap and information about this program will be shared at the Local 
Coordinating Council meetings. 
 
Ecology Action will offer multiple food service measures through its LodgingSavers 
and Right Lights programs.  PG&E will coordinate with Ecology Action to avoid 
program overlap and information about these programs will be shared at the Local 
Coordinating Council meetings. 
 
RLW Analytics will offer refrigeration tune-ups for small commercial customers.  
PG&E will coordinate with RLW Analytics to avoid program overlap and information 
about this program will be shared at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. 
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PLUG LOAD  
Upstream Market 
• Upstream incentives to manufacturers to develop and provide increased efficiency 

products to the California market. 
• Manufacturers will receive a manufacturer buy-down for each PC and desktop-

derived server containing a qualifying power supply that is sold in PG&E’s service 
territory.  This buy-down element will begin within the first 6 months of program 
launch. 

 
Midstream Market 
• Midstream incentives to retailers, wholesaler and cable operators to order more 

energy efficient equipment from manufacturers and thus increasing availability at 
their locations. 

• Seasonal and co-promotional activities in conjunction with manufacturers to 
leverage rebate dollars. 

 
Downstream Market 
• Increased awareness of mass market consumers about plug loads thus empowering 

them to make informed purchasing decisions. 

• Increased mass market consumer awareness of utility programs. 

• Better educated consumers who ask for more energy efficient equipment, which in 
turn will increase demand and give reason to upstream and midstream market actors 
to manufacture and offer/carry more efficient equipment. 

• Increase ease of purchase and availability of product by working with retailers.  
Increase the percentage of high efficiency plug load items installed in homes and 
businesses. 

 
MOTORS   
The Motor component will be implemented through multiple coordinated program 
channels that address market barriers and technical opportunities.  The IOUs may opt 
for a statewide third party vendor to implement this program, as PRG suggested.  
 
Upstream Implementation 
The upstream incentives are designed to increase distributor stocking of high energy 
efficient motor and allow distributors to sell the equipment at persuasive prices near the 
price of standard equipment.   
 
Recruit distributors 
The program will continue to recruit distributors to create an environment of 
competition that creates a cascading effect of incentive impacts.  Eligible distributors 
are businesses that purchase motor equipment directly from the manufacturer and sell it 
to vendors/contractors or directly to the commercial customer.  Participating 
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distributors will be asked to sign a Participation Agreement and supply adequate 
customer and product data to verify that product and customer qualifies. 
 
Create incentives 
The Program includes incentives to distributors for stocking and selling high efficiency 
motor equipment to commercial customers.  The equipment must be installed on the 
premises of a qualifying PG&E customer before the incentive will be paid. 
 
Marketing Plan 
The upstream incentives will identify a comprehensive list of distributor and 
manufacturer contacts through industry association contacts, prior rebate program 
participation, targeted direct marketing, trade shows, manufacturer relationships and 
other sources.  A telephone and e-mail database will be quickly developed to provide 
early awareness of the program and engage the market actors.  Because of the relatively 
smaller number of upstream market actors, identification and communication with 
upstream market actors will be accomplished cost effectively and quickly. 
 
Table X, below, is a short list of manufacturers and distributors that have participated in 
previous programs and with whom PG&E already has working relationships. 
 

Table X - Previous Upstream Participants - Manufacturers and Distributors 

HVAC Mfg. HVAC Distributors Motors Mfg. Motors Distributors 
York Ferguson Enterprises Baldor Vincent Electric 
Trane Edward B.  Ward US Motors Applied Industrial Technologies
Carrier Slakey Brothers Reliant Grainger Industrial 
Lennox Lennox Industries Toshiba Allied Electric Motor Service 
Rheem Specialty AC 

Products 
General 
Electric 

Stanley Electric Motor 
Company 

Goodman Valair WEG Motion Industries 
 Westburne Supply Lincoln Rockwell Automation 
 Heating and Cooling 

Supply 
Leeson Industrial Electric Service 

Company 
 Geary Pacific Teco Buckles-Smith Electric Supply 
  Westinghouse  
  Magnatek  
  Marathon  

 
Simultaneously to making initial telephone and e-mail contact, a program manager will 
visit market actors to:  
 
1. Engage and obtain participation commitments from each distributor’s senior 

management;  
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2. Disseminate and train market actors on the use of the upstream electronic 
applications;  

3. Train vendors on the value added selling proposition (i.e., selling high efficiency 
units over lower first-cost lower efficiency units);  

4. Facilitate coordination with programs run by other entities; 

5. Develop specific plans to leverage market partners’ resources; and 

6. Encourage use of real time data analysis. 
 
Utility account representatives will be educated on program details and will be 
available to direct customers to the appropriate distributor.  This field resource will 
serve to increase the breadth and influence of the upstream portion while not adding to 
the cost of delivery.  The program’s Web site will include a program description, how 
to participate tools, and electronic applications to download.  
 
The IOUs are experienced with successful delivery of similar programs and have a 
proven track record of administering and implementing successful upstream rebate 
programs.  Innovation was key to the success of the IOUs’ previous upstream program, 
which included automation of rebate applications (including extensive databases of 
eligible equipment) and rebate processing.  This simplified distributor participation and 
cut processing costs.  The team also implemented a multi-faceted marketing campaign 
that used telephone and on site recruiting as well as an extended direct mail campaign.  
 
The team will continue to work with other entities, particularly local vendors, to help 
promote high-efficiency equipment.  In the upstream component, the team will work 
jointly with manufacturers, distributors, and contractors, including making on-site 
visits.  This coordination will ensure that manufacturers’ resources (e.g., 
manufacturers’ technical field staff, measurement tools, analysis software, layout 
services) are made available to customers who have potential retrofit opportunities.  
 
The upstream portion of the Motors program component will be available to 
distributors within the first six months of the program. 
 
Midstream Implementation 
The midstream market has multiple products and services to address various needs.  
Appropriate installation of motor equipment is critical to realizing the potential energy 
savings.  On the service side, significant opportunities exist to go back to the installed 
base of equipment and find high-gain opportunities.  To be cost-effective, these 
incentives and services will be delivered as a targeted retrofit and service opportunity. 
 
Establish installation and service protocols 
The program service platform will combine training and technical support with 
innovative tools and technology to enable technicians to provide technical information 
for customers.  Standard testing procedures and protocols will ensure consistency in 
realizing energy savings. 
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Create program materials 
The program will develop supporting materials including rebate application, 
participation agreement, and licensing agreement. 
 
Implement technician training 
Program success depends on well-trained technicians and contractors who allow them 
to use the protocols to provide quality services.  Training issues that must be addressed 
include understanding and working with the manufacturers’ equipment application and 
installation protocols and issues related to system warranties.  The training curriculum 
will include basic principles of motor implementation protocols, and details about the 
latest equipment.  
 
Provide on going technical support 
The program will provide post-training follow up support to make sure that the 
contractors and technicians are comfortable and capable of implementing the program. 
The program will provide on-call technical support during M-F business hours to help 
technicians work through problems and answer questions while they are in the field.  
This technical support function will also ensure quality control, prepare the technical 
analyses, and provide feedback and communication to the technicians.  This will be an 
ongoing program role or until the motor industry develops a supporting service. 
 
Downstream Implementation 
The downstream or end-user pull implementation is focused on the customer through 
elevated education materials, advertising and reinforced efficient program equipment 
and services promotional available on the Web or by direct mail request.   
 
Customer Education 
Interviews with distributors, contractors, consistently confirm the value of customer 
education as being paramount to the success of this program delivery scheme.  The 
program would compile information and a Customer motor Check List that describes 
energy saving opportunities and reinforce program specific messages.  The information 
will convey the benefits of the program in simple terms that customers understand, 
including non-energy and societal benefits. 
 
The program will educate customers about the value and cost effectiveness of 
purchasing a more reliable and high efficiency piece of equipment.  Utility energy 
audits will be used to inform and educate customers of their energy efficiency options.  
A toll-free telephone number will be available to provide program support.  

 
DISTRIBUTED GENERATION POTENTIAL  
PG&E will provide mass market customers with all appropriate information on 
distributed generation technologies. 

 
DEMAND RESPONSE POTENTIAL  
Some ideas for demand response for the mass market sector are: 
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• Raise cooling thermostat settings 
• Turn off equipment not in use and set computer equipment to sleep mode 
• Use daylight in the afternoon and turn off unneeded lighting 
• Shut down vending machines for short periods of time 
• Turn off pool pump 
• Shut down vertical transportation 
• Turn off marketing lighting displays   
 

11. Customer Description 
 
The Mass Market is comprised of single family residential retrofit, multifamily 
residential retrofit and commercial retrofit customers. 
 
Mass market customers currently make up over 60 percent of PG&E’s electric sales and 
50 percent of the natural gas sales.  According to the KEMA Potential Study, 
60 percent of electric demand savings potential, over 60 percent of energy savings 
potential, and over 30 percent of gas savings potential is represented by the mass 
market sector.  Mass market customers also represent a majority of PG&E accounts: 
4.6 million of 4.9 million electric accounts and 3.8 million of 3.9 million gas accounts.  
While residential customers are the largest number of customers in the mass market 
segment, commercial customers who participate have the highest energy savings 
potential.  The first goal of the Mass Market program is to help all of these customers 
participate and save energy. 
 
In 2004 PG&E paid over $55 million in rebates to over 159,500 customers from all 
market segments.  Sixty-five percent of the incentive dollars were paid to 158,000 mass 
market customers.  
 

12. Customer Interface 
 
The Mass Market program will be providing links among all the market actors.  
Customers will interact with contractors, vendors, retail outlets.  They will receive 
information from mass media, PG&E marketing and Web-based information.  The 
integrated market DSM portfolio will provide customers easy access to energy 
efficiency options as well as appropriate options for demand response and distributed 
generation.  
 

13. Energy Measures and Program Activities 
 
13.1 and 13.2 
 
Incentive levels will build on statewide levels developed over the years with previous 
programs and reflect current market conditions and cost effectiveness. 
 
Energy measures and required data are provided in the cost-effectiveness calculator. 
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13.3. Non-energy Activities 
 
 13.3.1. End Use Load 
 
All end uses of the residential and small commercial sectors especially lighting and HVAC. 
 
 13.3.2. Targeted Sector 
 

Single family residential retrofit, multifamily residential retrofit, commercial 
and residential renters, and commercial retrofit customers 

 
 13.3.3. Activity Description 
 

• Simple, Web-based audits for residential and small commercial customers. 
• Additional audit options of on-site, CD-ROM, direct mail. 
• Training in energy efficiency attributes of products for retailers and 

contractors. 
• Quality installation training for contractors to increase equipment efficiency. 
• Turn-in and exchanges for new efficient lighting fixtures. 

• Integration of demand response for smaller customers. 
 

 13.3.4. Quantitative Activity Goals 
 
As required in the Energy Action Plan, Decision 04-09-060, the Energy Saving 
Targets Decision, Decision 05-04-051, and Policy Rules II.1 and II. 2, the focus 
of all activities in the program will be to promote and produce energy savings. 
 

 13.3.5. Assigned attributes of the activity 
 
Appropriate end uses for residential and commercial customers 
 

13.4. Subcontractor Activities 
 
PG&E's portfolio of programs will integrate new and existing third parties as well as 
local government partnerships into each program.  The need for additional 
subcontractors will be determined at that time. 

 
13.5. Quality Assurance and Evaluation Activities 
 
PG&E will continue the level of quality assurance of the present programs including 
pre-inspections for larger or specialized projects and post-inspections on all large 
projects and a percentage of smaller projects similar to 2004-2005. 
 
The Mass Market program has evaluation activities in place to ensure the program runs 
efficiently and cost-effectively. Independent consultants will perform unbiased review, 
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verification, and quality assurance of projects. PG&E program administrators will also 
review and assess the consultants’ plans, program reports, and recommendations 
throughout the course of the project. Independent consultants’ process, impact and 
overarching evaluations and program tracking data will be used to ascertain the 
effectiveness of program intervention strategies in meeting customer needs and 
overcoming market barriers. 
 
Evaluation will build upon the data gathered during the program interventions, i.e., 
audits, rebates, design assistance, commissioning and retro-commissioning. 
Independent consultants will review and conduct quality assurance on the data. The 
independent consultants will also supplement the data as needed to carry out the 
analyses to determine program success at garnering energy savings opportunities and 
helping develop mature markets for energy efficiency. 
 
The EM&V Plan will outline a methodology that complies with the International 
Performance Monitoring and Verification Protocols (IPMVP) and the EM&V 
requirements outlined in the Commission Energy Efficiency Policy Manual.  Either in 
this evaluation or in an over-arching statewide study, the ex ante energy and demand 
savings estimates will be reviewed, and new ex post estimates will be developed where 
there is found to be a need for additional measurement to assure accurate savings 
estimates.  Savings estimates will be updated to reflect the best available information, 
as needed. Anticipated elements of our EM&V Plan are outlined here. 
  

• Independent Verification: An appropriate sample of the sites that received program 
services, shall receive verification of the number of units of each measure type that 
were installed, identification of appropriate sources for per unit deemed savings for 
each measure, and estimation of the peak kW and annual kWh savings accrued by the 
program, based on actual energy efficient measures installed and operating. 

• Process Evaluation: This task will include evaluation of program delivery mechanisms, 
marketing and delivery channels, timelines and customer satisfaction. The research will 
provide ongoing feedback and corrective guidance regarding program implementation 
through a customer behavior and market actor studies, and it will measure indicators of 
the program effectiveness. Surveys undertaken as part of the process evaluation are 
likely to include participating and non-participating customers as well as trade allies.  

 
• Interim Impact Assessment and Feedback Analyses: These tasks will provide ongoing 

feedback to program managers on the impacts being achieved. Focus will be on 
identifying early on both measures that are capturing large savings opportunities and 
those that are not progressing; to enable timely program changes.  
 
13.5.1. Expected Number/Percent of Inspections: (planned percent of projects) 
The Mass Market program will adopt a rigorous inspection plan that will ensure that 
deemed energy efficiency measures are installed and operational. Projects that are 
participating in calculated energy efficiency measures will be verified during an on-site 
visit as soon as a facility is substantially complete. 
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13.6. Marketing Activities 
 
This program will be one component of an integrated marketing and outreach strategy.  
A variety of channels (e.g., technical and program information, case studies, fact sheets, 
seminars, brochures, advertisements, point-of purchase materials, trade shows, direct 
mail, and articles in industry publications) will be used as appropriate.  Particular 
emphasis will be placed on Web-based information and assistance. 
 

14. Conclusion 
 
This Market Integrated DSM program compliments the rest of PG&E’s portfolio, 
contributes to the overall balance of the entire portfolio and is designed to achieve the 
Commission’s energy savings targets. 
 

15. Appendices 
 
Documents shared with PG&E's Public Advisory Group and at the Public Workshops 
on the development of PG&E's 2006-2008 portfolio can be found on PG&E's Web site 
at http://www.pge.com/rebates/program_evaluation/advisory_group/ .  
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Introduction 
On June 1, 2005, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) filed its Application for approval of 
its program year (PY) 2006-2008 energy efficiency program portfolio (A.05-06-004) with the 
California Public Utilities Commission (Commission or CPUC). A.05-06-004 contains PG&E’s 
three-year energy efficiency savings targets and budgets. It also describes PG&E’s vision for a 
new market-based energy efficiency program paradigm. On July 15, 2005, PG&E filed a 
supplement to A.05-06-004 providing greater detail on proposed utility-designed and 
implemented offerings for PY2006-2008. 
On September 23, 2005 the CPUC authorized PG&E’s portfolio plans and funding levels, as 
proposed in the June 1, 2005 and July 15, 2005 filings. As stated in A.05-06-004, PG&E has 
developed an integrated portfolio of programs containing both Investor-Owned Utility (IOU) and 
non-IOU initiatives. PG&E will achieve its energy efficiency goals through a combination of 
utility, non-utility and local government designed and implemented energy efficiency offerings.  
As part of the overall PG&E portfolio, the Mass Market segment comprises 44% of the overall 
GWh savings target, 50% of the kW target, 15% of the therms target and 29% of the overall 
budget. The Mass Market targets combined segments of residential and small commercial 
customers. This detailed plan describes how PG&E will implement the Mass Market segment to 
achieve the Mass Market segment goals, and contribute to the overall portfolio goals. 
The plan is divided into five sections. The first section provides some context and background on 
the Mass Market segment. The second section details how the Mass Market team will monitor 
and manage the program. The third section outlines how the Mass Market will coordinate 
implementation efforts with other parties. The fourth section describes the detailed 
implementation processes.  

1.0 Mass Market Framework 

1.1 The Mass Market Defined 
The Mass Market is comprised of single family residential retrofit, multifamily residential 
retrofit, and small commercial retrofit customers. Although this is a broad market segment, Mass 
Market customers typically require similar strategies for participating in energy efficiency 
programs. They are often motivated by the same factors that encourage their participation and 
they typically require user-friendly and streamlined approaches to participating in energy 
efficiency rebate programs. They face similar barriers to implementing energy efficiency projects 
such as lack of time and resources to proactively implement energy efficiency projects, lack of 
education on the benefits of energy efficiency investment and lack of upfront capital funds to pay 
for the projects. Hence, the Mass Market segment is designed to overcome these barriers by 
combining strategies and approaches that comprehensively serve this market. 

1.2 Program Rationale 
The Mass Market portfolio is designed to target end users through the following delivery 
channels:  

• Upstream Market Actors – includes manufactures and some distributors 
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• Midstream Market Actors – includes retailers, vendors, installers, contractors, and some 
distributors 

• Downstream Market Actors – includes the customers 

In addition, the Mass Market portfolio will provide prescriptive rebates on deemed measures 
within the following categories:  

• HVAC 
• Lighting 
• Pool pumps and motors 
• Water heater systems 
• Boilers and controls 
• Appliances 
• Building envelope measures 
• Food service equipment including refrigeration 
• Plug load measures 
• Motors 

 
PG&E understands that in order to meet its overall program goals, it has to meet the Mass 
Market on its terms. In doing so, PG&E must reach each link in the delivery chain. That is, it 
must reach each decision maker (e.g., owners, managers, supervisors, etc.) and each market 
motivator (e.g., sales people, retailers, vendors, contractors, etc.) to encourage customers to 
implement energy efficiency improvements. This understanding provides the context for the 
Mass Market plan and has influenced the approach that PG&E plans to take. Specifically: 

• PG&E plans to meet its energy savings goals by moving customers to install prescriptive 
measures from the categories listed above. In order to get these measures installed within 
the Mass Market, PG&E must rely on the best delivery channels for each measure. For 
some, the best delivery channel is the upstream actors and for others it is the downstream. 
Program success relies on finding the best delivery channel to deliver the program 
savings. For example, there are no upstream market actors who can penetrate the pool 
pumps and motors segment because upstream actors such as manufacturers are 
unresponsive to energy efficiency programs. Rebates are best delivered through a 
combination of installer, retailer and customer rebates.  

• The Mass Market segment is designed to meet its program goals solely through resource 
acquisition. In planning the portfolio, PG&E selected a market-based delivery approach 
based on its ability to deliver energy savings and reach all decision makers. The program 
is designed to be clear-cut, easy for market actors to participate in, and easy to 
administer. Using program logic models and risk and metric monitoring, the program also 
remains flexible, allowing PG&E to adapt quickly to market changes and modify 
program elements due to program performance problems or unexpected changes. 

• The Mass Market is comprised of customers who require similar approaches to energy 
efficiency. And although the delivery channels used to reach the customers might vary, 
the customers themselves are similar in terms of purchasing patterns, decision making 
processes, the types of vendors and contractors they use, and what motivates them to 
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make decisions. In addition, this Mass Market approach allows PG&E to fill gaps that 
have been overlooked before. For example, in the past, certain energy efficiency 
improvements have been limited to either residential or commercial programs. Now, 
small commercial customers are eligible for residential improvements (e.g., refrigerator 
recycling) and vice versa.  

• PG&E will be able to manage the Mass Market seamlessly and efficiently, as a dedicated 
program manager will be assigned to each delivery channel. This management structure 
will ensure that both customers and market actors receive consistent information. Further, 
this will help lessen customer confusion, as upstream and midstream market actors will 
provide consistent messaging and program information directly to customers. As an 
added benefit, the back office procedures, including rebate application processes will be 
consistent and coordinated among each group so that management practices will be 
coordinated and efficient. 

1.3 Mass Market Savings Goals  

 

Table 1: Projected Program Impacts 
Year Annual Net  

(kWh) 
Annual Net  
(Therms) 

Annual Net  
(kW) 

2006        374,909,902          2,113,190            75,269 
2007        428,003,267          2,419,264            85,915 
2008        525,679,879          2,977,621           105,493 

Total      1,328,593,048          7,510,074           266,677 
 

1.4 Program Objectives 
PG&E’s overall program goal is to reach or exceed its energy savings goals cost-effectively (see 
Table 1). Combined with the resource acquisition goals, PG&E has also identified some 
objectives for the Mass Market segment to help reach these goals. These include the following:  

• Help customers achieve cost savings through energy efficiency.  

• Train, educate, and enlist trade allies (vendors, contractors, retailers, distributors, etc.) to 
install quality products, provide consistent messaging to all customers, and promote a 
whole building approach when applicable. 

• Deliver a streamlined program that is easy for customers and trade allies to understand 
and use, and cost-effective for PG&E to implement. By combining the Mass Market 
actors under one umbrella program, providing one deemed savings application for all 
measures, and through a coordinated approach, PG&E can achieve this goal. 

• To the extent possible, educate customers about the benefits of energy efficiency and 
provide guidance on how they can reduce their energy consumption. As part of the 
process to educate and motivate customers, PG&E will use benchmarking tools and 
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return on investment (ROI) information. The goal here is to move customers to action 
through targeted education. 

• Integrate demand response and distributed generation information into the overall 
program design. 

• Monitor and track success and areas for improvement through evaluation, measurement, 
and verification (EM&V). 

• Expand the list of deemed savings measures to include innovative technologies that have 
not been adopted by the market. Emerging technologies have been and will continue to 
be researched so as new technologies become eligible, PG&E can add them to the list of 
prescriptive measures. 

• Minimize lost opportunities through education and training and through a comprehensive 
approach so that all market actors are reached through the Mass Market approach. 

• Coordinate with third parties, local government partnerships (LGPs), PGE’s Targeted 
Markets, and the statewide programs. A coordinated effort will minimize program 
overlap, double dipping and customer confusion. In addition, it will ensure consistent 
messaging and a streamlined approach. 

1.5 Overall Program Strategy – Utilizing the Program Logic Model 
The Mass Market segment is strategically designed using program logic models that clearly 
define how to penetrate the market in the near and long-term. The model follows three simple 
steps:  

1. Profile the market and forecast the potential; 

2. Determine the strategy that will best match the opportunities; and  

3. Establish the implementation tactics for achieving the potential.  

Some of the key components involved in utilizing the program logic model include: 
Profile the Market Determine Strategies Determine 

Tactics 
Research market saturation and 
identify remaining potential 

Identify how to sustain and 
expand existing successful 
strategies 

Profile 
applicable 
measures to 
determine 
product 
lifecycles, 
emerging 
technologies, 
etc. 

Determine how big the market is, 
what trends exist within the 
market and what economic factors 
might influence the market 

Develop marketing and 
implementation strategies that 
expand the existing tools and 
penetrate new markets 

Develop a 
coordinated 
approach to 
targeting 
similar market 
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actors within 
the delivery 
channels 

Identify the opportunities to 
influence the market. For example, 
PG&E might coordinate with 
national organizations, retailers, 
manufacturers, etc. 

Research and factor in codes 
and standards into the strategy. 
Each strategy must be flexible 
enough to react to codes and 
standard impacts. 

Develop value-
based 
messaging to 
market the 
program and 
leverage 
market actors 
to penetrate 
the market 
and help 
achieve goals 
(i.e., engage 
people who 
know the 
market) 

Forecast potential in order to 
monitor performance versus goals 

Identify how to minimize lost 
opportunities 

Identify 
training and 
education 
opportunities 

 
Some of the outcomes of this approach are: 

• PG&E will be focused on capturing the potential, rather than spending time on efforts 
that will not lead to savings. 

• PG&E will manage risk by understanding the key delivery channel markets and 
preparing in order to react to market changes. 

• PG&E will leverage past experience to develop new strategies that penetrate new 
markets. 

• PG&E will have a mechanism in place to make programmatic adjustments based on 
what’s working and what’s not. 

• PG&E will coordinate efforts across the delivery channels to identify program 
overlap and gaps in program delivery. 

• PG&E will capture near-term savings through market preparation efforts. In addition, 
it can create strategies for building volume, i.e., targeting customers who have not 
been touched before. 

• PG&E will offer flexibility for projects that are in different stages of energy efficient 
technology adoption. That is, PG&E can ramp projects up or down based on a variety 
of factors including market potential, market growth and decline, market size, market 
trends, emerging technologies, etc. 
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PG&E used the program logic model to develop the upstream, midstream, and downstream 
market implementation strategies. Each delivery channel can react to its specific market 
conditions and focus on the strategies that work best for meeting program targets. In addition, the 
delivery channels are able to identify cross-over and market interaction opportunities. The end 
result is that the overall Mass Market segment is structured to meet the needs of all upstream, 
midstream, and downstream market actors. 
The other advantage of utilizing the program logic model approach is that it helps PG&E modify 
or revise program elements as they are influenced by market changes and customer responses. 
This ability to make changes to the program based on performance factors and market changes is 
key to mitigating program risk and hence, achieving program success.  
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Figure 1: Program Logic Model 

 

1.6 Managing Program Risk 
Portfolio risk arises from the uncertainties of specific activities and their potential impact on final 
results. The degree to which PG&E meets its objectives, the most important objective being 
meeting the savings targets, depends on how well risk is managed. The four main risks that must 
be defined and managed include: measure risk, performance risk, market risk and evaluation risk. 
These are defined as follows: 
Measure risk – The risk that measures within the Mass Market will not deliver expected energy 
savings due to customer behaviors (e.g., usage).  
Performance risk – The risk that the program will fail to deliver planned savings and/or planned 
savings at projected cost per kWh/kW/therm saved. 
Market risk – The risk that specific market or economic conditions will debilitate customers’ 
ability or choice to participate in the program. 
Evaluation risk – The risk that independent evaluators will base ex post measurement on 
different assumptions than PG&E’s a priori estimates and savings will be less than expected. 
Management of these risks depends on program design as well as market factors. Although 
PG&E has the least control over evaluation risks, it does have some control over the other three. 
The upstream, midstream, downstream approach inherently helps mitigate any measurement, 
market and performance risk, as it doesn’t rely on any one approach, technology or market. The 
factors associated with performance and measurement risk tend to decrease over time, as the 
program logic models are used to modify programs and market actors become more accustomed 
to new technologies and programs. On the other hand, there is potential for market risk to 
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increase over time as the economy changes, supply changes, or as new technologies are 
introduced into the market place.  
Overall, PG&E plans to mitigate all risks by implementing the program logic approach 
throughout the three year period, maintaining consistent oversight on all program metrics, as 
well as monthly, quarterly, and annual program tracking. In addition, PG&E will utilize its 
internal departments such as Market Research and Emerging Technologies to conduct ongoing 
research that will help flag market or technology changes that will help manage risk. Lastly, 
PG&E will solicit input from customers through customer satisfaction surveys as part of the 
effort to assess program performance.  

2.0 Plan Monitoring and Management 

2.1 Program Metrics 
As previously mentioned, PG&E has instituted the program logic model approach to help 
manage program activities and monitor program performance. The program logic model helps 
PG&E: 

• Monitor the forecast; 

• Periodically revisit the market profiles and readjust based on changes; 

• Monitor which strategy is producing the most results and maximize on this strategy; and 

• Review and readjust implementation tactics based on performance metrics, non-
performance metrics, codes and standards, staff changes, new product 
developments/emerging technologies, industry trends, etc. 

In addition, PG&E will monitor program metrics to chart its program performance within the 
Mass Market. Rigorous monitoring of the program accomplishments versus goals will allow also 
PG&E the ability to realign and tune programs efforts and budget allocations to maximize 
savings cost-effectively. The performance metrics that PG&E will monitor include: 

• Frequent: annual kWh, kW, therms; lifecycle kWh, kW, therms; variance from plan ($ 
and %) 

• Annually: TRC; PAC; NTG; measure saturation 
• Quarterly: Levelized costs 
• Triennially: Incremental cost reduction 

2.2 Program Monitoring and Realignment 
In addition, a set of key triggers will be established to flag when programs exceed certain levels. 
This will be conducted on a quarterly basis and the key triggers include: 

• Percentage and absolute deviation from kWh, kW, and therm savings (by program and 
sector). 

• Percentage and absolute deviation from budget targets 

• Absolute deviation in levelized $/kWh saved and levelized $/therm saved. 

Together, the triggers and key metrics will be used to determine if and when portfolio 
realignment is required. 
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To further monitor and mitigate measurement and evaluation risk, PG&E will undertake program 
reviews (as well as portfolio reviews) on at least a quarterly basis. These quarterly reviews will 
be used by PG&E to determine whether savings targets and budgets need to be adjusted. In 
addition, monthly program tracking will begin during the first month of program implementation 
(January 2006). Monthly reporting will continue throughout the three-year program. 

2.3 Quality Assurance 
In addition to monitoring program metrics, PG&E will also adhere to several quality assurance 
protocols to ensure program quality and mitigate program risk. The following steps will be taken 
to monitor program quality: 
Avoiding Fraudulent Claims and/or Double Dipping: There are three types of rebates that require 
quality assurance protocols: e-rebates, hardcopy (also downloadable PDF) applications, and on-
line distributor applications. The protocols developed for each vary slightly. 
 E-rebates – Proof of performance (i.e., receipts, invoices, etc.) for e-rebates will be faxed 
by program participants to PG&E’s processing center. Given that original receipts are not 
required, PG&E has instituted several tracking system controls that flag duplicates based on 
service account IDs, payee addresses, payee names, purchase date, purchase amount, name and 
location where products were purchased, etc. This validation will be conducted for each e-rebate 
received and entered into the tracking system and if the system issues a warning, then the 
customer file will be researched and payment will be withheld until the verification is complete.  
 Hardcopy or Downloadable PDF Applications – Program participants will include 
original proofs of performance with the hardcopy or PDF application they submit to PG&E. 
PG&E will thoroughly review applications to ensure there are no duplicates. In addition, PG&E 
manually enters the data into the tracking system for each hardcopy application received. There 
are several protocols in place to ensure that data is entered correctly and cross-checked to ensure 
customer data matches the data on the application.  
 On-line distributor application – This online module will (a) verify customer eligibility; 
(b) verify equipment eligibility; and (c) flag customers who have potentially double dipped by 
comparing new requests against previous activity at the site (i.e., service address). 
In addition to system checks on rebate proof of performance, PG&E has several processes in 
place to ensure that the information included on applications is valid and complete. Each 
application undergoes a thorough visual and electronic review. 
Installation checks: Field inspections will be conducted on at least 10% of the installations for 
which customers and/or trade allies have applied for rebates. Sites are selected for inspections 
based on statistical sampling methods. However, there are several system triggers that flag sites 
for inspections automatically. Some of these triggers include specific types of technologies, 
buildings with large square footage, maximum number of measures installed for a given measure 
type, and certain rebate amounts. For example, if a rebate exceeds a certain amount, a system 
flag will issue an inspection automatically prior to payment. 
Customers who receive rejection letters (i.e., rebates that will not be paid) or adjustment letters 
(i.e., if the requested amount differs from the actual payment), will receive these letters based on 
pre-determined settings in the tracking system. That is, customers are not randomly selected for 
rejection or adjustments. Audit controls are in place to systematically handle rejections and 
adjustments for deemed measure applications 
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3.0 Coordination 
One of the largest program design opportunities is the coordination of LGP and third party 
program efforts to ensure the associated market sectors are offered programs efficiently and 
effectively. PG&E will work closely with these entities to assure that program offerings are not 
duplicated or do not fit the approved portfolio blueprint. Program monitoring and controls will 
be designed into the quality assurance element, which might include limiting participation in 
cross-over coverage areas. This control will be maintained by the program staff to ensure 
programs are not wastefully duplicating product or service offerings. Some of the key 
coordination elements include the following: 

• Upon finalizing the integration of all third party and LGP programs into the overall 
PG&E portfolio, PG&E will work to assess which programs will operate in which 
markets to maximize portfolio objectives. Choices will include: 
o  “Customer Choice” – typically for large, sophisticated customers, customer can 

choose among complementary or alternative offerings available from multiple parties. 
Only programs that can co-exist productively will be offered together to customers 
under the “Customer Choice” model. 

o “Franchises” – granted when “Customer Choice” is not practicable, for example, with 
some smaller, less sophisticated customers, when multiple program offerings may 
result in customer confusion or program could be operated more cost effectively 
through a single service provider. Exclusive franchises could be based on: 

1. Geographic areas, e.g., Silicon Valley 
2. Customer segments, e.g., hospitality segment 
3. End-uses and/or measures, e.g., lighting, HVAC 
4. Customized customer lists in specific market niches 
5. Customer characteristics such as customer size, building type (e.g. 

mobile homes), or specialized process 
• All implementers will be required to provide a quarterly scorecard which covers savings 

and PAC levelized costs, accomplishments relative to forecast by quarter, and program 
quality (e.g., consumer complaints, regulatory issues, customer satisfaction, etc.). 

• All implementers will be coordinated through PG&E’s clearinghouse on all interactions 
with managed account customers. 

• All implementers will be coordinated through the Local Coordinating Council. 
• All program implementers must inform other implementers operating in the same or 

similar markets before changing incentives. 
• All implementers must coordinate their marketing activities with PG&E to ensure 

consistent messaging, proper use of the PG&E logo, substantiated claims, etc. 
• PG&E will offer support for third parties such as access to customer data, consulting 

services on how a program might improve performance, sharing of customer leads, etc. 
 
Overall, the Mass Market team leads will be responsible for: 

• Monitoring the assigned market to achieve full demand-side market potential over time. 
• Hosting regular (e.g. quarterly) meetings with implementers and interested stakeholders 

to share progress in achieving goals in market, share best practices in market from 
California and other jurisdictions, marketing research and updates to market potential. 
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Through regular meetings, managers will regularly update stakeholders on vision for and 
progress with market, and provide tools and information to help all implementers 
coordinate effectively and be as successful as possible in cost-effectively achieving 
maximum energy savings potential in market. 

• Achieving short term (2006 – 2008) market goals for IOU assigned market budget. 
• Developing market-specific materials that will explain to customers the full range of 

demand side options available to them, including costs, savings and program services to 
educate customers so they can decide which programs best meet their needs  

• Coordinating with internal staff to monitor and readjust all program budgets and savings 
targets over time. 

• Coordinating with PG&E Account Services to ensure Account Managers are educating 
customers about all program options. 

4.0 Implementation 
In order to meet the aforementioned objectives, and more importantly, to meet the overall 
portfolio savings goals, PG&E has developed a well-defined administrative and implementation 
infrastructure platform from which to deliver the Mass Market segment. The infrastructure is 
built around having all key parties involved, trained on program implementation, and 
coordinated on an ongoing basis. Some of these key players include: 

• Technical Assistance Support 
• Market Research 
• Internal Processing Center 
• Evaluation and Measurement group 
• Smarter Energy Line 
• Account Services 
• Business Customer Center 
• Business Account Management 
• Central Inspections Program 
• Outreach 

 
All of these players are essential to getting programs off the ground, as well as continued 
program support throughout the three-year period. 

4.1 Tactically: Two-prong Approach 
• The Mass Market will begin implementation immediately (post January 1, 2006) in order 

to achieve savings and begin channel development. 

• The Mass Market will broaden its efforts as time goes on to incorporate third parties and 
LGPs as they come on line during 2006 and as channel capacity grows. 

4.2 Upstream, Midstream and Downstream Implementation 
The following matrix describes in detail how each delivery channel will implement the Mass 
Market specific sub-program. The delivery mechanisms for each channel vary by end-use and 
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the market actors within each category. For this reason, the following sections are explained in 
detail: 

• Objectives – Beyond achieving the savings targets, there are several non-energy 
objectives 

• Target Audience – The market actors and who they influence - this helps map how the 
upstream, midstream and downstream channels overlap and link to one another. 

• Outreach and Marketing – How the target audience will receive the program 
announcement and subsequent information about the program 

• Implementation Strategy – The step-by-step process from initial point of contact through 
rebates 

• Rebate Strategy – The methods by which each target audience applies for rebates and 
receives rebate payments 

• Eligible Measures – The prescriptive measures that are eligible for rebates under each 
delivery channel 

• Coordination – Each end-use subprogram will require coordination with third parties, 
local government partnerships, and Targeted Markets. The coordination efforts are 
summarized here. 

• Expenditures and Savings – The anticipated forecast of expenditures and savings for each 
end use technology and delivery channel are presented. 
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Table 2: End Use/Technology Implementation Plans (HVAC) 
Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
HVAC    

Objectives • ↑ participation of manufacturers 
and distributors 

• Expand offering of high 
efficiency commercial retrofit 
units 

• ↑ participation of contractors in 
quality installations 

• ↑ number of trained quality 
installation and service 
contractors 

• Coordinate marketing efforts 
with Statewide Marketing 
Contractors Association 

• Educate customers on HVAC 
systems including duct sealing 
and refrigerant charge and air-
flow 

• Leverage best practices to 
capture lost opportunities 

• Encourage customers to replace 
equipment prior to failure 

Target Audience • Distributors who sell to 
contractors or retailers serving 
single family, multifamily, and 
commercial customers 

• Manufacturers who sell to 
contractors or retailers serving 
single family, multifamily, and 
commercial customers 

• Contractors for single family, 
multifamily, and commercial 
customers 

• Verification Service Providers 
(VSPs) 

• Retailers who sell to contractors 
or directly to customers 

• Single family, multifamily, and 
commercial customers 

Outreach/Mkting • Distributors and manufacturers 
will market program to 
contractors or retailers. 
Marketing materials will be 
provided to them to share with 

• Contractors will market 
program directly to customers. 
Marketing materials will be 
provided to them to share with 
customers. 

• Single family, multifamily, and 
commercial customers will be 
reached through contractors, 
VSPs and retailers 

Customers will learn about the 
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Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
HVAC    

contractors and retailers. 

• Program staff will provide 
outreach to existing and newly 
identified distributors through 
direct contact and distributor 
meetings 

• Co-op ads will be implemented 
with distributors 

• Program staff will promote 
program to manufacturers 
through trade associations and 
industry meetings 

• Contractors will be solicited 
directly through distributors and 
field services 

• Program announcements will be 
sent to contractors, VSPs and 
retailers 

• Co-op ads will be implemented 
with retailers and other 
municipalities 

program through: 
• Media ads and earned media 

• Direct mail 

• Smarter Energy Line 

• Online info 

Implementation Process 1.  The program will be announced 
via face to face meetings and 
email, mail, fax announcements 

2.  Distributors/manufacturers will 
be trained on program 
requirements and offerings 

3.  Distributors and manufacturers 
will be required to sign a 
Participation Agreement 

4.  Distributors and manufacturers 
will market program to 
contractors and retailers 

5.  Distributors and manufacturers 
will receive rebates for stocking 
and selling eligible equipment 

1.  The program will be announced 
via face to face meetings and 
email, mail, fax announcements 

2.  Contractors will be trained on 
program requirements and 
offerings 

3.  VSPs will be required to sign a 
Program Contract 

4.  Contractors and VSPs will 
recruit customers 

5.  Both contractors and VSPs will 
receive rebates based on 
delivering qualified services 

1.  Marketing efforts described 
above will be used to rollout 
program to customers 

2.  Additionally, internal customer 
data (i.e., mailing lists) will be 
used to target customers 

3.  Customers will hire licensed 
contractors to provide services 
or install eligible equipment 

4.  Contractors will install or 
deliver service 

5.  Customers will receive rebate 
post-installation 
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Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
HVAC    

Rebate Strategy • Distributors can apply for 
rebates online or by submitting a 
secured media CD 

• Proof of Performance will be 
receipt of purchase from the 
customer (postcard) along with 
customer information, 
equipment type, and contractor 
info 

• A sample of sites will be verified 

• Rebates will be issued upon 
verification and/or receipt of 
proof of performance 

Duct Sealing: 
• Contractors or VSP will submit 

an electronic and/or hardcopy 
CF6R form to a 3rd party 
verifier. The 3rd party then 
translates these materials to an 
electronic file which can be 
transferred over a secure 
website. 

• The 3rd party might opt to 
conduct audits on a sample of 
sites in addition to validating 
numbers and test results. 
Following this verification, the 
3rd party sends the CF6R forms 
electronically to PG&E for 
review. 

• PG&E might also opt to conduct 
verification on a sample of sites 
prior to payment 

• The third party will receive a 
rebate based on the validation of 
the customer information. 
Contractors or VSP will receive 
a rebate upon receipt of their 
CF6R form. 

• Each customer listed on the 
CF6R form will also receive a 
rebate. 

• Customers can apply for rebates 
via e-rebates, or downloadable 
PDF/paper hardcopy application 

• Proof of Performance will 
include an invoice showing proof 
of purchase and installation 

• A sample of installations will be 
verified 

• Upon verified installations 
and/or receipt of the application, 
payment will be sent directly to 
the customer 
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RCA: 
•  Contractors will submit an 

application to VSP 

•  The VSP verifies the data and 
puts it into electronic format for 
submission via a secured 
website; VSPs must submit 
customer information  

• PG&E might also opt to conduct 
verification on a sample of sites 
prior to payment 

• PG&E then verifies customer 
data and pays VSP 

•  VSP then pays contractor 

Eligible Measures • A/C and heat pumps on central 
systems only 

• Duct sealing 

• Refrigerant charge and air flow 

• Central furnaces 

• Variable speed motors 

• Duct sealing (phased in) 

Coordination PG&E will coordinate with third parties, LGPs and Targeted Markets to avoid any program overlap. 
Information about all programs will be shared and discussed at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. For 
more information about how third parties and LGPs impact the Mass Market, please refer to the February 2006 
Compliance filing program description for Mass Markets. 
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Anticipated Expenditures and Savings 2006-2008 

 $ (Millions) MW GWh MM Therms 

Upstream 

Residential 0.09 0.07 0.04 0 

Non-Residential 14.8 17.7 24.1 0 

Midstream 

Residential 49.8 38.5 24.8 0.48 

Non-Residential 13.1 11.2 9.9 0.003 

Downstream 

Residential 16.1 12.9 8.3 0.40 

Non-Residential 2.1 1.7 8.0 0 
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Table 3: End Use/Technology Implementation Plans (Lighting) 
Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Lighting    

Objectives • Continue work with 
manufacturers to improve 
performance and availability of 
CFLs 

• Expand program to include 
commercial measures and 
commercial electrical 
distribution warehouses and 
wholesalers  

• Work with manufacturers on 
package designs to ↑ customer 
awareness 

• ↑ ease of purchase and 
availability through retailers 

• ↑ customer awareness through 
retailers 

• ↑ interest in retailers so that 
availability is more widely 
spread 

• Address cash flow concerns by 
creating ease of participation 
and ↓ rebate processing time 

• ↑ % of high efficiency lighting 
installed in homes and businesses 

• Promote new technology-market 
acceptance for specialized 
lighting products 

Target Audience • Manufacturers for single family, 
multifamily, and commercial 
distributors 

• Electrical distributors for 
multifamily and commercial 
customers, retailers and 
contractors 

• Local Government Partnership 
direct installers 

• Mass retailers for single family, 
multifamily, and commercial 
customers 

• Contractors who serve single 
family, multifamily, and 
commercial customers 

• Single family, multifamily, and 
commercial customers 

Outreach/Mkting • Field services staff will directly 
recruit manufactures and 
distributors 

Efforts will include: 
• Program announcements 

Efforts will include: 
• Program announcements 

• Online information 

• Direct mail pieces to contractors 

• Single family, multifamily, and 
commercial customers will be 
reached through point of 
purchase materials in retail 
outlets 
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• Upstream buydowns also 
provide some advertising dollars 

• Leveraging manufacturer 
relationships to recruit retailers 

• Lighting displays and point-of-
purchase materials will also be 
provided to retailers to provide 
outreach to customers  

• Multifamily and commercial 
customers will also be targeted 
directly by contractors 

Other efforts will include: 
• Media events, including retail 

promotions 

• Bill inserts 

• Advertising 

Implementation Process 1.  Program will be announced via 
email announcements to existing 
and newly identified contacts 

2.  Program staff and field services 
hired through a 3rd party will 
contact manufacturers and 
distributors to ensure they 
understand the program 

3.  Manufacturers and distributors 
will be required to sign a 
Participation Agreement 

4.  Manufacturers and distributors 
will be eligible for buydowns on 
wholesale market costs 

1.  Program will be announced via 
email announcements to existing 
and newly identified contacts 

2.  Upon request, training will be 
provided to retailers 

3.  Retailers will be required to sign 
a Participation Agreement 

4.  Retailers will be eligible for 
rebates based on sales and 
contractors will be eligible based 
on purchased and installed 
equipment 

Commercial and Multifamily - 
Most commercial and multifamily 
customer rebates will be driven by 
contractors who will purchase and 
install the equipment for the 
customer. In turn, the contractor 
will be reimbursed directly by 
PG&E. In the event the customer 
applies for the rebate directly: 
1.  Customer will hire a contractor 

who might perform an audit. 
Otherwise, the customer might 
contact PG&E directly for a 
Home Energy Survey. 

2.  Either the customer or the 
contractor will purchase and 
install the equipment. 

3.  PG&E might opt to conduct 
verification on a sample of sites 
prior to payment. 
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Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
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4.  Rebates will be paid based on 
verified installations and/or 
receipt of an e-rebate or 
downloadable PDF/hardcopy 
application 

Single family customers will only 
receive point of sale discounts 
through participating retailers who 
have purchased reduced price 
products from manufacturers.  

Rebate Strategy Manufacturer -> Retailer -> 
Customer 
• Manufacturers will submit an 

application/proposal to PG&E 

• Upon approval, PG&E will 
allocate $ to the manufacturers 

• Manufacturer will then ship to 
the retailer 

• Following shipment, the 
manufacturer will submit an 
electronic and hardcopy invoice 
to PG&E 

• Manufacturers will be paid 
based on verified product 
eligibility, retail location and 
shipments per their approved 
allocation 

Distributor -> 

• Retailers will not receive rebates, 
as the discounts will come 
through manufacturer as 
wholesale cost buydowns 

• Retailers not participating with a 
manufacturer may participate 
directly with PG&E and provide 
instant discounts on qualifying 
products 

• See downstream rebate strategy 
for how contractors might 
participate 

• Single family customers 
purchasing products from 
participating retail locations will 
receive the point-of-sale discount 

• Multifamily and commercial 
customers can apply for rebates 
via e-rebates or the 
downloadable PDF/hardcopy 
application 

• They can assign themselves as 
the payee or assign a contractor 
as the payee 

• Proof of Performance will 
include invoices for purchased 
and installed products 

• A sample of sites will be verified 

• Rebates will be paid based on 
verified installations and/or 
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Contractor/Customer 
• Distributors will register online, 

sign an online Participation 
Agreement, and submit a list of 
qualifying products they are 
going to sell 

• Distributors then sell products to 
customer or contractors 

• Proof of performance will 
include an invoice for all 
products sold (including price 
and discount) 

• Distributors are paid based on 
verification of the qualified 
equipment and a complete 
invoice 

receipt of complete application 

 

Eligible Measures • Energy Star CFL fixtures and 
lamps 

• Cold Cathode lamps and fixtures 

• Linear fluorescent lamps and 
fixtures 

• HID fixtures 

• Induction lamps 

• LED lamps and fixtures 

• Controls 

• Energy Star CFL fixtures and 
lamps 

• Cold Cathode lamps and fixtures 

• Linear fluorescent lamps and 
fixtures 

• HID fixtures 

• Induction lamps 

• LED lamps and fixtures 

• Controls 

Multifamily and commercial only: 
• Energy Star CFL fixtures and 

lamps –if multifamily or 
commercial customers want to 
install CFLs, they will be 
required to install another type 
of eligible lighting measure as 
well 

• Cold Cathode lamps and fixtures 

• Linear fluorescent lamps and 
fixtures 
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• HID fixtures 

• Induction lamps 

• LED lamps and fixtures 

• Controls 

Coordination PG&E will coordinate with third parties, LGPs and Targeted Markets to avoid any program overlap. 
Information about all programs will be shared and discussed at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. For 
more information about how third parties and LGPs impact the Mass Market, please refer to the February 2006 
Compliance filing program description for Mass Markets. 
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Anticipated Expenditures and Savings 2006-2008 

 $ (Millions) MW GWh MM Therms 

Upstream 

Residential 26.6 29.8 240.1 0 

Non-Residential 21.1 27.6 171.1 -0.073 

Midstream 

Residential 28.9 28.4 229.2 0 

Non-Residential 38.5. 42.3 266.5 -0.074 

Downstream 

Residential 3.7 0.76 6.2 0 

Non-Residential 27.2 32.3 202.2 -0.075 

                                                 
3 Negative therms savings is due to increased therm usage due to occupancy sensors. 
4 Negative therms savings is due to increased therm usage due to occupancy sensors. 
5 Negative therms savings is due to increased therm usage due to occupancy sensors. 
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Table 4: End Use/Technology Implementation Plans (Appliances) 
Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Appliances    

Objectives • Lower incremental cost of 
appliances through 
manufacturer or retailer rebates 

• ↑ the diversity and quality of 
products in the market place by 
working with trade allies and 
manufacturers 

• ↑ availability, diversity and 
quality of appliances that exceed 
Energy Star 

• ↑ sales of products through 
Point-of-Sale (POS) rebates 

• Leverage co-promotional 
activities to facilitate market 
penetration (i.e., with retailers or 
water districts) 

• ↑ customer awareness 

• ↑ purchase and installations 

• Minimize lost opportunities 
through customer education and 
by leveraging with targeted 
markets 

• Promote rebate packages for 
bundled measures 

Target Audience • Manufacturers who sell to 
retailers who in turn sell to the 
single family, multifamily, and 
commercial markets. 
Manufacturers might also choose 
to offer rebates directly to the 
customer. 

• Distributors who sell to builders 
for the single family, 
multifamily, and commercial 
markets 

• Retailers who serve the single 
family, multifamily, and 
commercial markets 

• Single family, multifamily and 
commercial markets 

Outreach/Mkting • Manufacturers will market the 
program to the retailers 

• Distributors will market the 
program to builders 

Efforts will include: 

•  Retailers will market the 
program to the customers 

Efforts will include: 
• Program solicitation to generate 

interest from retailers 

Customers will learn about the 
program from: 
• Retailers and in-store point-of-

purchase (POP) materials or 
retailer advertisements 
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• Program solicitation to generate 
interest from manufacturers and 
distributors 

• Attendance at industry meetings 

• Face to face meetings 

• Phone conversations via the 
Statewide group 

• PG&E bill inserts 

• PG&E advertising 

Implementation Process 1.  A program announcement will 
be mailed to generate interest 
from manufacturers (corporate 
and regional contacts). Mailing 
will include Program Contract. 

2.  Interested manufacturers will 
submit a signed Contract with 
the intent to participate 
including the models and 
quantities they plan to promote 

3.  Upon approval, PG&E will 
allocate $ to the manufacturers 

4.  Manufacturers will have a 
choice to utilize rebates as 
wholesale cost buydowns to the 
retailer or as direct rebates to 
the customer 

5.  Manufacturers will be eligible 
for rebates based on the agreed 
upon data in the signed Contract 

1. A program announcement will 
be mailed to generate interest 
from retailers (corporate, 
regional and local contacts). 
Mailing will include a Program 
Contract. 

2.  Interested retailers will submit a 
signed Contract with the intent 
to participate including the 
eligible models, amount of POS 
discount and duration of 
promotion. 

3.  Retailers will be eligible for 
rebates based on the agreed 
upon data in the signed 
Contract. Alternatively, if 
retailers do not want to 
implement a POS discount, they 
might choose to distribute rebate 
applications at the time of sale. 

1.  If a customer visits a store that 
is participating in the POS 
rebate program, they will simply 
receive the rebate (i.e., discount) 
at the checkout. If the retailer is 
not participating in the POS 
discount, the customer can 
submit an application to PG&E 
for the rebate. 

2.  At the time of sale as well as 
through other advertising means, 
customers will also be educated 
and encouraged to turn-in (i.e., 
recycle old appliances such as 
refrigerators and room air 
conditioners. 

3.  Customers can schedule pick-
ups of the appliances they are 
replacing by calling a toll free 
number. 

Rebate Strategy • Manufacturers will register 
online, sign an online 

• Retailers will register online, 
sign an online Participation 

• Customers can apply for rebates 
using e-rebates or the 
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Participation Agreement, and 
submit a list of qualifying 
equipment 

• Manufacturers will then sell 
products to retailers or 
customers 

• Proof of performance will at a 
minimum include an invoice for 
all products sold  

• Manufacturers will be paid 
based upon receipt of the proof 
of performance 

Agreement, and submit a list of 
qualifying equipment 

• Retailers will then sell products 
to customers 

• Proof of performance will at a 
minimum include an invoice for 
all products sold 

• Retailers will be paid based upon 
receipt of the proof of 
performance 

downloadable PDF/hardcopy 
application 

• Proof of performance will 
include receipts for purchased 
and installed products 

• If we get customer-level info 
from manufacturers, retailers, or 
distributors, it is likely that we 
will conduct a sample of site 
visits to verify installations 

• Rebates will be paid based on 
verified installations and/or 
receipt of complete application 

• Rebates for appliance recycling 
will be paid following the pick-
up or turn-in of an eligible 
appliance. 

Eligible Measures • Clothes Washers 

• Dishwashers 

• Room A/C 

• Refrigerators for a limited time 

• Clothes Washers 

• Dishwashers 

• Room A/C 

• Refrigerators for a limited time 

• Clothes Washers 

• Dishwashers 

• Room A/C 

• Refrigerators for a limited time 

Coordination PG&E will coordinate with third parties, LGPs and Targeted Markets to avoid any program overlap. 
Information about all programs will be shared and discussed at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. For 
more information about how third parties and LGPs impact the Mass Market, please refer to the February 2006 
Compliance filing program description for Mass Markets. 
Other: PG&E will co-promote (i.e., share advertising efforts) with water districts to market the appliance 
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program. The appliance recycling contractor will also be responsible for advertising the appliance recycling 
program. 
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Anticipated Expenditures and Savings 2006-2008 (Includes Building Shell from Table 5) 

 $ (Millions) MW GWh MM Therms 

Upstream 

Residential 1.0 0.2 2.8 0.06 

Non-Residential 0 0 0 0 

Midstream 

Residential 2.6 1.1 4.8 0.43 

Non-Residential 0 0 0 0 

Downstream 

Residential 17.2 8.6 48.8 0.92 

Non-Residential 636 (thousands) 0 0.004 0 
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Table 5: End Use/Technology Implementation Plans (Building Shell) 
Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Building Shell    

Objectives  • Utilize logic model to maximize 
energy savings potential 

• Minimize lost opportunities 
through customer education 

Target Audience  • Contractors who sell to and 
install measures for single 
family, multifamily, and 
commercial customers 

• Single family, multifamily and 
commercial customers, including 
some Ag customers 

Outreach/Mkting  • Contractors will market the 
program to single family, 
multifamily, and commercial 
customers  

Efforts will include: 
• Program announcement to 

contractors, as well as retailers 
and manufacturers to inform 
them of the program offering 

• Contractor/vendor meetings 

Customers will learn about the 
program through: 
• Utility bill inserts 

• PG&E ads 

• Press releases 

• LGPs 

Implementation Process  1.  A program announcement will 
be sent to contractors informing 
them of the program and eligible 
products 

2.  Commercial contractors will be 
required to sign a Participation 
Agreement 

3.  Training might be available to 
contractors if there are 

1.  Customers will learn about the 
program through contractors or 
through direct marketing 

2.  Customers will be eligible for 
rebates based on qualified self-
installations or qualified 
installations completed by a 
contractor 
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program/product changes 

4.  Contractors will sell program to 
customers 

5.  Residential contractors are only 
eligible for rebates if the 
customer designates them as a 
payee; Commercial contractors 
who sign the Participation 
Agreement are eligible based on 
qualified installations 

Rebate Strategy  • Commercial contractors will sign 
up online to qualify for online 
rebates 

• Proof of performance will 
include an invoice for all 
products purchased and installed

• Site verifications will be 
conducted at a sample of sites 

• Contractors will be paid based 
on verified quality installations 
or if the customer designates 
them as the payee 

• Customers will apply for rebates 
through e-rebates or via the 
downloadable PDF/hardcopy 
application 

• Customers can designate a 
contractor as the payee or they 
can purchase and install the 
equipment in-house 

• Site verifications will be 
conducted on a sample of sites; if 
attic wall insulation is installed 
in-house, PG&E will conduct 
100% verification 

• Customers or designated 
contractors will be paid based on 
verified quality installations 
and/or receipt of complete 
application 
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Eligible Measures  • Single family: attic and wall 
insulation, cool roofs 

• Multifamily: attic and wall 
insulation, windows, reflective 
window film, cool roofs 

• Commercial: Reflective window 
film, infrared heat curtains, 
infrared film, steep slope cool 
roofs 

• Single family: attic and wall 
insulation, cool roofs 

• Multifamily: attic and wall 
insulation, windows, reflective 
window film, cool roofs 

• Commercial: Reflective window 
film, infrared heat curtains, 
infrared film, steep slope cool 
roofs 

Coordination PG&E will coordinate with third parties, LGPs and Targeted Markets to avoid any program overlap. 
Information about all programs will be shared and discussed at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. For 
more information about how third parties and LGPs impact the Mass Market, please refer to the February 2006 
Compliance filing program description for Mass Markets. 

 

Anticipated Expenditures and Savings 2006-20086 

                                                 
6 Savings included with Appliances. 
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Table 6: End Use/Technology Implementation Plans (Pools) 
Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Pools – In ground (ING) 
above Ground (ABG) 

   

Objectives • Transform the pool equipment 
market toward offering more 
multiple speed pumps and 
motors 

• ↑ participation of pool 
contractors and service 
personnel in multi-speed pool 
pump installation services 

• Offer alternatives for pool 
operations and equipment 
solutions for residential 
homeowners 

• Educate and encourage pool 
owners to optimize the pool 
facility energy efficiency 

• Minimize lost opportunities by ↑ 
customer education 

Target Audience  • Equipment 
installers/distributors or network 
of installers, manufacturers, and 
distributors (managed by an 
implementer) for ING single 
family pool owners 

• Above ground pool retailers for 
single family pool owners 

• ING and ABG residential single 
family pool customers 

• ING commercial and 
multifamily customers 

Outreach/Mkting • There will be some co-promotion 
with manufacturers to encourage 
them to place 2-speed pumps in 
ABG retail boxes 

• Co-promotion with ING 
equipment manufacturers to 
increase the penetration of multi-

• Retailers will work with 
manufacturers to get 2-speed 
pumps into the ABG pool boxes 

• Installers will market program 
to customers 

• A third party or field services 
will recruit retailers through face 

Efforts will include: 
• For ING customers, a list of 

qualified will be available online 

• Direct mail campaigns for both 
ING and ABG customers 

• Promotions via pool service 
organizations and through co-
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above Ground (ABG) 

   

speed pumps or motors in the 
distributor’s inventory 

 

to face visits promotions with manufacturers 

Implementation Process  ING Equipment Installers: 
1.  A general announcement along 

with a program specific 
announcement will be sent to 
independent installers and the 
installer/implementer network 

2.  Independent installers will be 
required to sign up for and 
attend training on how to 
participate in the program and 
promote multi-speed pool pumps 
to their customers 

3.  Implementers who manage the 
installer networks will be 
required to sign a Participation 
Agreement 

4.  Installers/implementers will be 
eligible for rebates based on 
verified information provided on 
the customer’s rebate 
application 

 
ABG Retailers: 
1.  A program announcement and 

Participation Agreement will be 

Commercial and Public Pools:  
1.  Potential commercial and 

multifamily pool candidates will 
be recruited through direct mail, 
promotions, and via LGPs 

2.  Each customer will provide 
information about their pool 

3. This info will be screened and 
candidates with the most 
potential will be selected 

4.  A site evaluation will be 
performed on each selected pool 

5.  The customer will then receive a 
list of recommendations for 
improvement 

6.  Customers will receive rebates 
based on the amount of energy 
saved  
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Pools – In ground (ING) 
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sent to existing retailers in the 
retailer database 

2.  In addition, the third party or 
field services team will meet with 
new retailers to recruit them to 
the program and train them on 
how to participate in the 
program 

3.  Participating retailers will be 
required to sign a Participation 
Agreement 

4.  Retailers will be paid based on 
verified customer information 

Rebate Strategy  ING Equipment Installers: 
• Installers not part of an 

Implementer’s network will 
assist the customer in completing 
the rebate application. The 
installer will receive a rebate 
based on information submitted 
with the customer rebate 
application. 

• Installers that are part of an 
Implementer’s network will have 
an agreement with the 
Implementers which governs 
how their rebate it to be 
received. The Implementer will 

• Customers will apply for rebates 
through e-rebates or via the 
downloadable PDF/hardcopy 
application 

• Proof of performance will 
include invoices for equipment 
installed and if applicable, 
information about the installer 

• PG&E will conduct site 
verifications on a sample sites 
prior to payment 

• Customers will be paid based on 
verified information included on 
the application and proof of 
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have an agreement with PG&E 
to provide all completed 
customer applications and an 
invoice to PG&E for all 
qualifying multi-speed pumps 
installed. PG&E will pay the 
Implementer $200 for each 
pump. 

• PG&E will conduct site 
verifications on a sample of sites 
upon receiving the customer 
application 

• Rebates will be paid based on 
verifications and/or receipt of the 
customer application 

 
ABG retailers: 
• ABG retailers will not submit an 

application, but will submit 
monthly invoices with product 
and customer information 

• PG&E will conduct site 
verifications at a sample of sites 

performance 

Eligible Measures  • ABG Two speed pumps 

• ING Multiple speed pumps  

• ING Single speed pump (only if 
the customer downsizes by at 
least ½ hp)  
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• ING Multi-speed pumps  

Coordination PG&E will coordinate with third parties, LGPs and Targeted Markets to avoid any program overlap. 
Information about all programs will be shared and discussed at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. For 
more information about how third parties and LGPs impact the Mass Market, please refer to the February 2006 
Compliance filing program description for Mass Markets. 
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Anticipated Expenditures and Savings 2006-2008 

 $ (Millions) MW GWh MM Therms 

Upstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 0 0 0 0 

Midstream7 

Residential 1.3 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 0 0 0 0 

Downstream 

Residential 2.8 3.0 8.9 0 

Non-Residential 0 0 0 0 

                                                 
7 The anticipated expenditures associated with the residential midstream market include efforts to motivate midstream actors such as retailers to stock and sell 
energy efficient pool pumps.  The savings associated with these measures are counted as part of the downstream effort. 
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 Table 7: End Use/Technology Implementation Plans (Water Heaters and Boilers) 
Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Water Heaters and Boilers    

Objectives • Leverage relationships with 
manufacturers and distributors 
to ↑ diversity and quality of 
energy efficiency water heaters, 
boilers and controller products 

• ↑ market penetration by working 
with midstream market actors 
and offering them resources and 
tools to help them sell the eligible 
products 

• ↑ consumer education 

• Minimize lost opportunities 
through education and outreach 

• Leverage emerging technology 
efforts to aggressively seek 
innovative opportunities for 
consumers 

Target Audience • Manufacturers and distributors 
who market to customers and 
retailers and contractors – 
although there are no rebates for 
upstream actors at this point, 
PG&E will market the program 
to them 

• Retailers and contractors who 
sell to residential and 
commercial customers 

• Single family, multifamily, and 
commercial customers 

Outreach/Mkting  • Contractors will market 
program to customers 

Efforts will include: 
• Existing boiler and water heating 

contractors direct mail piece 

• Marketing to Chambers of 
Commerce 

• Marketing to contractor groups 

• Advertising in trade publications 

Customers will learn about 
program through: 
• Mass mailing to customers 

• Website information 
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Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Water Heaters and Boilers    

• Retailer promotions 

Implementation Process  1.  Contractors will be sent a 
program announcement 

2.  Commercial customers will be 
required to sign a Participation 
Agreement 

3.  Residential contractors will be 
invited to attend a vendor 
meeting to learn how to 
participate in the program 

4.  Contractors will be eligible to 
receive rebates based on quality 
installations and/or if a customer 
designates them as a payee 

1.  Customers will learn about the 
program through contractors or 
through direct marketing 

2.  Customers will be eligible for 
rebates based on qualified self-
installations or qualified 
installations completed by a 
contractor 

Rebate Strategy  • Commercial contractors will sign 
up online to qualify for online 
rebates 

• Proof of performance will 
include an invoice for all 
products purchased and installed

• Site verifications will be 
conducted at a sample of sites 

• Contractors will be paid based 
on verified quality installations 
or if the customer designates 
them as the payee 

• Customers will apply for rebates 
through e-rebates or via the 
downloadable PDF/hardcopy 
application; multifamily 
customers will only be eligible 
for hardcopy/PDF application 

• Customers can designate a 
contractor as the payee or they 
can purchase and install the 
equipment in-house 

• Site verifications will be 
conducted on a sample of sites 

• Customers or designated 
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Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Water Heaters and Boilers    

contractors will be paid based on 
verified quality installations 
and/or receipt of a complete 
application 

Eligible Measures  • Central system natural gas 
boilers/space heating 

• Central system natural gas water 
heater/space heating 

• Gas water heater and/or boiler 
controller 

• High efficiency electric hot water 
heater 

• High efficiency gas hot water 
heater 

• Pipe wrap 

• Central system natural gas 
boilers/space heating 

• Central system natural gas water 
heater/space heating 

• Gas water heater and/or boiler 
controller 

• High efficiency electric hot water 
heater 

• High efficiency gas hot water 
heater 

• Pipe wrap 

Coordination PG&E will coordinate with third parties, LGPs and Targeted Markets to avoid any program overlap. 
Information about all programs will be shared and discussed at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. For 
more information about how third parties and LGPs impact the Mass Market, please refer to the February 2006 
Compliance filing program description for Mass Markets. 
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Anticipated Expenditures and Savings 2006-2008  

 $ (Millions) MW GWh MM Therms 

Upstream 

Residential 2.3 0 0 1.7 

Non-Residential 0.09 0 0 0.07 

Midstream 

Residential 1.8 0.20 1.4 0.84 

Non-Residential 0.09 0 0 0.28 

Downstream 

Residential 1.9 0.24 1.6 0.86 

Non-Residential 0.26 0 0 0.52 
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Table 8: End Use/Technology Implementation Plans (Food Service) 
Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Food Service    

Objectives  • ↑ market penetration of efficient 
glass and solid door reach in 
refrigerators, freezers and ice 
machines 

• ↑ market penetration of steamers 

• ↑ consumer education to 
minimize the recycling of 
inefficient equipment 

• Shift market focus from first cost 
purchasing decisions 

Target Audience • Food service manufacturers; 
although rebates are not 
available for upstream actors, 
PG&E will market the program 
to them 

• PG&E is exploring the 
possibility of offering rebates to 
distributors or manufacturers 
for ice machines or refrigeration 

• Refrigeration equipment 
contractors 

• Commercial customers 

Outreach/Mkting • Will market program to 
manufacturers to influence what 
products are available in the 
marketplace; some 
manufacturers will sell directly 
to customers 

Efforts will include: 
• Leveraging the Food Service 

Technology Center to provide 
outreach to manufacturers (e.g., 
newsletters) 

• Attending trade shows 

• Vendor newsletter  

• Will market program to food 
equipment retailers and 
refrigeration contractors 

Efforts will include: 
• Field Service visits to retailers 

• Retailer POP materials 

• White sheets 

 

• The Food Service Technology 
Center will provide audits to 
target commercial customers 

Other efforts will include 
• Account Services referrals 

• POP in retail stores 

• Sortable/searchable vendor list 
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Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Food Service    

Implementation Process  1. A program announcement will 
be sent to contractors via 
existing database 

2. Contractors will be required to 
sign Participation Agreement 

3. Contractors will be eligible for 
rebates based on quality 
installations or if the customer 
designates them as the payee 

1. A program announcement with 
a fact sheet will be sent to 
customers; customers will learn 
about program by visiting 
participating retailers; 
alternatively, PG&E might also 
market the program through 
Account Services 

2. Customers will have the option 
of contacting the Food Service 
Technology Center for audits 

3. Some training might be 
provided through the Food 
Service Technology Center 

4. Customers will then purchase 
and install products (food 
service equipment) or they can 
hire a contractor (for 
refrigeration equipment) and 
assign the contractor as payee 

5. Customers will be eligible for 
rebates based on quality in-
house installations or 
installations by a contractor 

Rebate Strategy  • Contractors will apply for 
rebates via e-rebates, or the 
downloadable PDF/hardcopy 
application 

• Customers will apply for rebates 
via e-rebates, or the 
downloadable PDF/hardcopy 
application 
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Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Food Service    

• Proof performance will include 
the invoice for products installed 

• Site verifications will be 
conducted at a sample of sites 

• Contractors will be paid based 
on receipt of application and 
verified installations 

• Proof performance will include 
the invoice for products 
purchased and installed 

• Site verifications will be 
conducted at a sample of sites 

• Customers or designated 
contractors will be paid based on 
verified quality installations 
and/or receipt of the application 

Eligible Measures  • Packaged refrigeration 

• Refrigeration upgrades 

• Ovens 

• Ice machines 

• Griddles 

• Fryers 

• Packaged refrigeration 

• Refrigeration upgrades 

• Ovens 

• Ice machines 

• Griddles 

• Fryers 

Coordination PG&E will coordinate with third parties, LGPs and Targeted Markets to avoid any program overlap. 
Information about all programs will be shared and discussed at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. For 
more information about how third parties and LGPs impact the Mass Market, please refer to the February 2006 
Compliance filing program description for Mass Markets. 
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Anticipated Expenditures and Savings 2006-2008 

 $ (Millions) MW GWh MM Therms 

Upstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 0 0 0 0 

Midstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 3.2 2.3 22.1 0 

Downstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 6.1 4.2 33.4 0.79 
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Table 9: End Use/Technology Implementation Plans (Motors) 
Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Motors    

Objectives • ↑ participation of manufacturers 
and distributors by offering 
rebates for floor stocking of 
premium efficiency systems 

• Develop partnerships with 
manufacturers’ and distributors’ 
sales and technical staff to bring 
technical and cost information to 
the customer 

• Leverage manufacturers’ and 
distributors’ analysis tools to 
overcome the lack of information 
on expected product 
performance and first-cost 
market barriers 

• Expand the product offering of 
high efficiency commercial 
retrofit units 

• ↑ participation of Mass Market 
vendors in quality installation 
services for residential and 
commercial customers 

• ↑ the number of trained quality 
installation and service 
contractors 

• ↑ business market consumer 
awareness by working with the 
Statewide Marketing 
Contractors Association 

• Educate customers on quality 
installation of high efficiency 
motors 

• Minimize lost opportunities by 
promoting upgrades prior to 
failure 

Target Audience • Distributors and manufacturers 
who sell to contractors and large 
customers; although the rebates 
will primarily be available to 
distributors, manufacturers play 
a role in that they have 
influence on what products are 
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Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Motors    

available for distributors to sell  

Outreach/Mkting Efforts will include: 
• Email announcements 

• Face to face meetings with 
decision makers at multiple 
levels 

• Website calculator and fact sheet 
to sell benefits of measures 

  

Implementation Process 1. A program announcement and 
Participation Agreement will 
sent via email  

2. Distributors will be required to 
sign the Participation 
Agreement 

3. Face to face meetings will be 
conducted within 30 days of 
mailing 

4. Distributors will be eligible for 
rebates based on sales 

5. Distributors will be required to 
stock and then up-sell and 
calculate benefits of the 
premium equipment; PG&E 
will track total motor sales and 
the corresponding % of 
premium efficiency motors sold 

  

Rebate Strategy 1. Distributors will sign-up   
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Program Upstream Midstream Downstream 
Motors    

and apply for rebates 
online  

2. Proof of performance will 
include electronic sales 
data (invoice number, 
product information, etc.) 
with the customer 
information 

3. PG&E will conduct 
verification inspections on 
10% of the sites 

4. Distributors are paid 
following verification or 
receipt of electronic data 
with verified customer 
information; however, site 
verifications are conducted 
for 100% of some 
installations and payment 
is sent only after these sites 
are verified by a PG&E rep 

Eligible Measures • 15-500 hp motors 

• (NEMA/CEE premium energy 
efficient motors) 

  

Coordination PG&E will coordinate with third parties, LGPs and Targeted Markets to avoid any program overlap. 
Information about all programs will be shared and discussed at the Local Coordinating Council meetings. For 
more information about how third parties and LGPs impact the Mass Market, please refer to the February 2006 
Compliance filing program description for Mass Markets. 
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Anticipated Expenditures and Savings 2006-2008 

 $ (Millions) MW GWh MM Therms 

Upstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 1.8 2.4 14.1 0 

Midstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 0 0 0 0 

Downstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 0 0 0 0 
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Plug Load: PG&E will be working with a consultant on a national buydown program (80PLUS) 
that offers upstream incentives for desktop computers and desk-top derived servers containing a 
qualifying efficient internal power supply sold in PG&E’s service territory.  
Consultants will: Market the program through system integrators and original equipment 
manufacturers of 80PLUS qualifying products; Manage manufacturer relationships and provide 
the incentives for desktops and servers; Take a fee for each unit; testing and qualification of 
power supplies; and Verify shipment of qualifying products to PG&E’s territory.  
PG&E will help educate customers about the 80PLUS program via various channels such as, the 
web, events, bill inserts, marketing materials, and co-op marketing. 
Additionally, as previously mentioned, PG&E is also working with a third party on completing a 
market study to gather market intelligence and determine energy saving potential within the plug 
load sector. PG&E anticipates that upstream and midstream rebate programs will be the most 
successful means for achieving savings within this sector. In addition, it will be crucial to 
coordinate with emerging technologies and codes and standards to continually expand the 
breadth of products available for rebates. Examples of measures that might be eligible for rebates 
include: 

• Electronics – audio systems, DVDs, cable boxes, high definition television 
• Appliances – coffee makers, toasters, etc. 
• Home office or small business – faxes, phones, computer equipment 
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Anticipated Expenditures and Savings 2006-2008 

 $ (Millions) MW GWh MM Therms 

Upstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 0.28 .67 0.004 0 

Midstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 0 0 0 0 

Downstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 0 0 0 0 
 

Agriculture: There is not a formal Agriculture program under Mass Market, however it is 
anticipated that specific Targeted Markets customers will be eligible for certain measures 
covered under the Mass Market segment. 
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Anticipated Expenditures and Savings 2006-2008 

 $ (Millions) MW GWh MM Therms 

Upstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 0 0 0 0 

Midstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 0.43 0.14 0.28 0.15 

Downstream 

Residential 0 0 0 0 

Non-Residential 0.42 0.14 .28 0.15 
 

4.3 Upstream, Midstream, and Downstream Delivery Strategies 
Each delivery channel team has developed both short-term and long-term strategies for achieving 
the program goals. Short-term strategies focus on addressing market barriers, identifying and 
recruiting target audiences, and achieving savings within the first twelve months of the program. 
Long-term strategies focus on addressing market barriers, identifying and recruiting target 
audiences and achieving savings beyond the first year. Some of the key short and long-term 
strategies are summarized below.  
 

HVAC - Duct Test and Seal 
(DTS)/Refrigerant Charge 
Airflow (RCA) - Midstream 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• High usage users 

• Central data collection for non-VSP DTS 

• RCA delivered thru VSPs 

• DTS has a lot of work to do in Mass Market 
(standards need to be finalized) 
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• Focus on climate zones 11, 12, 13 (Central Valley) 

• All market segments 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• Contractors to participate 

• Customer- need to convince them this is a valuable 
service 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• RCA 

• DTS 

What is our strategy? 1. Identify Central Valley contractors 

2. Conduct Title 24 training with contractors 

3. Convince contractors 

4. Update contracts with VSPs 

5. RFP for central data collection non-VSP (3rd Party) 

6. Field services to manage contractor relationship 

7. Need new collaterals 

8. Additional training: 

Internal Processing Center (IPC), Central Inspections 
Program (CIP), Smarter Energy Line (SEL), Business 
Customer Center (BCC), Account Services (AS), 
Local Government Partnership (LGP) Prime – Team, 
Field Services 

9. Identify high usage customers! (data mining) 

10. Coordinate with planners 
HVAC - Evaporative 
Cooling/Ducted – 
Midstream/Downstream 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• Issues around mold – new systems do have this issue 
so we need to relay this message to customers 

• Limited market (distributor participation) 

• Customers don’t necessarily know it’s a good thing, 
need to overcome negative perception of “swamp” 
coolers 

• Housing authorities are potentially big 

• Hard Sell 

• Focus on Central Valley (11,12,13) market 
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Who are the decision 
makers? 

• In general, Distributors, Contractors & Customers 

• For Housing Authorities – Manufacturers 

 
What products will we focus 
on? 

• Evaporative Cooling 

 
What is our strategy? • Using Multi-Family/Small Commercial as a delivery 

media channel (communicate! coordinate!) 

• Media blitz! Overcome stigma and educate (Possibly 
leverage Flex Your Power) 

• Identify Central Valley Contractors 

• Contractor Training 

• Identity customers thru BOMA or similar 
organizations for large complexes 

• Cross market thru LGPs 

• Use new construction as delivery channel 

• Hire field services for contractor management 

• Need to develop new collaterals – want to work with 
manufacturers 

• Additional training: 

Internal Processing Center (IPC), Central Inspections 
Program (CIP), Smarter Energy Line (SEL), Business 
Customer Center (BCC), Account Services (AS), 
Local Government Partnership (LGP) Prime – Team, 
Field Services 

HVAC: Variable Speed 
Motors (VSMs) – 
Midstream/Downstream 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• Associated with furnaces 

• Increase efficiency of air conditioning 

• Difference between 2-speed and multiple speed 

• Focus on climate zones 11,12 & 13 (Central Valley) 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• Contractors 

• Customers 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• Variable speed motors (air handled) 
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What is our strategy? 1. Identify Central Valley contractors 

2. Conduct Title 24 training with contractors 

. Convince contractors 

4. Field services to manage contractor relationship 

5. Need new collaterals 

6. Additional training: 

Internal Processing Center (IPC), Central Inspections 
Program (CIP), Smarter Energy Line (SEL), Business 
Customer Center (BCC), Account Services (AS), 
Local Government Partnership (LGP) Prime – Team, 
Field Services 

7. Identify high usage customers! 

HVAC: Whole House Fans 
– Midstream/Downstream 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• Contractors do ~30% 

• Don’t want to focus only on Central Valley 

• Being accepted by the market place 

• A lot of contractors who push this 

• Room Systems 

• May allow only one system per house 

• Will need to monitor applications for appropriateness 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• Contractors 

• Homeowner (self or contractor installed) 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• Whole House Fans 

What is our strategy? • Use existing collateral 

• Continue to co-promote through big box – need point 
of contact 

• Keep existing website 

• Identify contractors who are selling - try to increase 
number of contractors participating 

Pools: Private “In-ground” 
Pools - Midstream 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• Hugely untapped (300,000 pools in California) 
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• Majority of pools in populated areas 

• Majority of energy savings come from multi-speed 
pumps (are not commonly used on pools) 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• Pool contractors 

• Pool builders 

• Customers 

• Pool retailers 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• Pool Pumps 

• Pool Pump Motors 

What is our strategy?? 1. Identify pool contractors – will need to do this on an 
ongoing basis 

2. Train contractors 

3. Field services for contacting/educating contractors 

4. Need to give pool retailers collaterals 

5. Get manufacturers to provide/promote products 

6. Need new collaterals 

7. Additional training: 
Internal Processing Center (IPC), Central Inspections 
Program (CIP), Smarter Energy Line (SEL), Business 
Customer Center (BCC), Account Services (AS), 
Local Government Partnership (LGP) Prime – Team, 
Field Services 

8. Consider VSPs (trained contractors) 

Pools: Community Pools - 
Midstream 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• Huge savings opportunity 

• Pool operators are clueless 

• Pool service professionals are clueless 

• All pool operators want to reduce costs 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• Pool operators/owners 

• Pool service providers 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• Calculated system analysis – e.g. 

• Pumps 
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• Filters 

• Heaters 

• Lighting 

• Piping 

• Motors 

• Operational changes 

 
What is our strategy?? • RFPs to get consultants to do evaluations 

• Write scope of work for third party we hire 

• Develop procedures for evaluations and reports for 
consultant 

• Develop a data collection system 
(internal/external) 

• Develop a web page for commercial pools 

• Data mining thru public heath depts. - internal 
resources 

• Develop program procedures for overall program 

• Train consultants/field services 

• Additional training: 
Internal Processing Center (IPC), Central 
Inspections Program (CIP), Smarter Energy Line 
(SEL), Business Customer Center (BCC), Account 
Services (AS), Local Government Partnership 
(LGP) Prime – Team, Field Services 

Pools (ABG)/5,000 Gallons 
- Midstream 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• Customers do not choose the equipment (not 
involved in selection process) 

• Retailers must be incented to provided 2-speed 
pumps 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• Retailers 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• 2-Speed Pool Pumps 

What is our strategy?? • Identify & recruit retailers and convince them to 
sell 2-speed pumps 
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• Develop new collaterals 

• Training for retailers/field service 

• Develop a data collection system 

• If retailer has internet access – develop/expand 
mechanism for receiving materials electronically 

• Develop retailer agreement 

• Develop protocols and procedures for program 

Lighting (Multifamily)  
What do we know about this 
market? 

• Efficient way to run program is through 
contractors 

• Whoever gets paid needs to be the installer or 
property manager/owner 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• Contractors who will focus on permanent change 
products 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• Interior hardwired fixtures 

• Exterior hardwired fixtures 

• T5s 

• T8s 

• R30s 

• R40s 

What is our strategy? • Continual communication with contractors 

• Updates via database (contractors, property 
owners, property managers) 

HVAC (Small Commercial)  
What do we know about this 
market? 

• Mostly PTACS in hotels/motels  

• Replaced on failure, but will want to focus on 
multiple facilities 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• The hotel owner 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• PTACS 

What is our strategy? • Find out who has done CFL projects 

• Dig information from cities/counties on when last 
project was done. 
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• Work with Targeted Markets lead to reach 
hotel/motels (Need to have discussion with Don) 

• Consider contracting out for Central Valley  

• Find opportunities for rehabs for volume  

Lighting (Small 
Commercial) 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• Want to push something besides CFLs 

• Installed mostly in warehouses, school gyms 
(warehouses provide best opportunities) 

• KW savings; popular in 2004-05 

• Likely some of the same vendors as highbay 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• Vendor will be payee 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• T8s 

• T5s 

• Premium T8/T5-4 ft  

• Highbay T5, 4 LAMP, 400 watt – 244 watts 

What is our strategy? • Need to educate vendors on Highbay T5s (focus on 
warehouses) 

• Reach out to warehouse managers – then vendors 

• Coordinate with Targeted Markets for institutional 
facilities 

• Contact vendors who have submitted applications 
for products in the past 

• Direct mail to previous applicants - Here’s what 
we’ve done to make it easier for you 

• Meet with top 3 vendors 

Food Service - Refrigeration 
(Small Commercial) 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• Equipment lasts a long time 

• Hard to interrupt operations to start new projects 

• Most customers will have service contracts 

• Will be comprehensive 

Who are the decision • Vendor for refrigeration equipment 
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makers? 
What products will we focus 
on? 

• Strip curtains 

• Door Gaskets 

• Auto Closures 

What is our strategy? • Need to identify service contractors 

• Coordinate with Targeted Markets hospitals 

• Identify any high level contacts at chains 

• Need to coordinate with LGPs 

Food Service (Small 
Commercial) 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• Mostly replaced in failure 

• Might look for ways to move program upstream 

• Not really a retrofit program 

• Exciting!! Teach A/S 

• Might be cross-over with Multifamily 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• Distributors, Retailers, Manufactures 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• Ice machines 

• Combo ovens 

• Full size insulated holding cabinet cafeterias, 
schools, retirement homes). 

What is our strategy? • Training for A/S 

• Develop relationships with retailers/distributors 

• Coordinate with hospitality/hospitals Targeted 
Markets 

• Coordinate with Food Tech Center on field 
services 

• Provide package of materials for retailers  

• Targeting specifies for chain restaurants - 
leveraging contacts thru Food Tech Center (long 
term) 

HVAC - Upstream  
What do we know about this 
market? 

• We know 90-95% of the market actors 
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• Manufacturers participate 

• We have double/tripled the market 

• 30% market penetration 

o 70% Title 24 (Just to meet Title 24) 

• Some potential in the Central Valley (possibly 
more sales) 

• Need to deal with sizing issues – ensure customers 
get the right sized equipment 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• Sales engineers at distributor level make sale 

• Architect or design build contractor 

• Customer (not always involved) 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• Packaged split rooftop 

• Phased in (July 2006): packaged chillers 

What is our strategy? 1. Train (need independent calculator) for sales 

2. Identify procedures; engage for 2 types of sales: 
ship-to-shop (to contractors shop) and pick-up 
(drives to distributor for pick-up) 

3. Web-based calculator for distributors (not 
currently in the works) 

4. Product development for new measures: Identify 
new measures and Assess existing measures that 
are not performing 

5. Split systems 

6. Financing 

7. Regulatory filings: changing standards  

8. Develop tech sheet for key decision makers (this 
should go hand in hand with the calculator) 

9. Training for IPC and CIP 

Motors - Upstream  
What do we know about this 
market? 

• We are engaged with about 90% of motor 
distributors (the ones who sell the most) 

• Sales staff lack training – they do not know the 
benefits of premium motors 

• There is little crossover with lighting distributors 
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• Most decisions are between the customer and 
distributor 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• Sales engineers for distributors  

• Architects and design builders 

• Customers 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• 15-500hp motors 

What is our strategy? 1. Train (need independent calculator) for sales 

2. Identify procedures; engage for 2 types of sales: 
ship-to-shop (to contractors shop) and pick-up 
(drives to distributor for pick-up) 

3. Web-based calculator for distributors (not 
currently in the works) 

4. Product development for new measures: Identify 
new measures and Assess existing measures that 
are not performing 

5. Split systems 

6. Financing 

7. Regulatory filings: changing standards  

8. Identify distributor crossover technologies 

9. Tech sheet for key decision makers (go hand in 
hand with calculator) 

10. Training for CIP and IPC 

Lighting (Commercial) - 
Upstream 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• There are two categories of contractors: Sales and 
“Wire and Pipe” 

• There are longtime established contractors and “fly 
by night” contractors 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• We want to focus on distributors on multiple levels 
(especially for wire and pipe) 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• High bay T8s/T5s (replacing HID) 

• T8s (lower wattage replacements or T12 
replacements) 

• LEDs (including refrigerated case lights) 
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• Occupancy sensors 

What is our strategy? • Need to identify which commercial products will 
utilize upstream process (meeting or exceeding 
Title 24) 

• Need to involve evaluation team in terms of 
installations that meet or exceed Title 24 

• Explore added incentive for doing comprehensive 
T8 projects 

• Need to follow up with data people on distributor 
contacts 

• Cold call and set up meetings with distributors 

• Consider leveraging manufacturer relationships to 
set up distributor meetings 

o Also find out what products they think we 
can push 

• Coordinate with Small Commercial and Multi-
family group on strategy 

Lighting (Residential) - 
Upstream 

 

What do we know about this 
market? 

• CFLs can stand on their own; want to expand into 
other lighting markets 

Who are the decision 
makers? 

• CFLs – retailers/manufacturers 

• Address Lighting – builders (new construction) 
and customers (existing) 

• Kitchen Lighting – Remodeling builders 

What products will we focus 
on? 

• CFLs (screw-in or hardwired) 

• Address Lighting 

• Holiday Lights 

• Kitchen Lighting 

What is our strategy? • Education/training for remodeling builders 
(kitchens) 

o Need to identify/recruit remodeling 
builders 

• Provide demos at trade shows/home improvement 
fairs 
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• Identify all applicable events 

• Address Lighting – Need to coordinate with direct 
installers and builders  

o Contact/Identify home owner associations 

• Follow up on codes and standards effort to 
increase standards for more efficient incandescent 

• Create marketing materials: 

o Kitchen effort 

o Update lighting fact sheet 

o Explore adding Address Lighting to 1-2-3 
campaign 

• Internal training for SEL and IPC 

 
Beyond 2006 Strategies 

• All programs in which contractors participate – Implement online bidding system for 
contractors. Customers who need to hire contractors for energy efficiency projects will 
post jobs online through an open bidding process. Contractors will have an opportunity to 
bid on the project and the customer can then hire/select a contractor based on the bids. 

• On line application processes are going to be expanded that provide a platform 
experience for the customer to submit all program materials electronically. The expansion 
of this delivery tool will provide a simplified application submission and faster turn 
around of payments, based on online validation of customer and product qualifications. 
This information portal will allow the customer to apply on line, make inquiries about 
program offerings, and provide historical information on what types of historical energy 
efficiency products and services the customer has participated in or purchased.  

• PG&E will also expand the upstream delivery platforms which allow distributors, 
retailers, contractors, property managers, and business owners an electronic platform to 
participate in energy efficiency programs.  

 


